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GUIDE TO TEACHING t.:DUT WORLD HUNGER
F.

Introduction
4

How do you teach about something.like "world hunger"? Chances are slight that
you, a teacher, have ever really experienced hunger, nor is it likely that.many of
your students have either (althOugh there may be more than you think who'have experienced malnutrition, even some of those from relatively affluent homes).

Since it is so unlikely that pasedirect experience can be called upon as a
learning base, and since it is either impossible or highly impractical to involve
students in the direct experiences of hunger, we must try to approach our teaching
task from other vantage points.
We can approach it from a knowledge base. Students can learn much from the
thoughtful study of facts And data on world food production and consumption, and
how they relate to world hunger. We can also approach it from an examination of
the reported feelings and'experience of others_ ho have either suffered extreme
malnutrition and hunger or those who have lived and worked closely in areas of
hunger, such as doctbr3, health workers, nutritionists and other specialists emEven though they
private groups.
ployed by international agencies, governments
lack direct experience, students can learn much from the attitudes and perceptions
expressed by such persons.
Arthur Hoperaft offers a Moving first hand description of worldwide hunger in
a report in the late siities entitled Born to Hunger, sponsored by the Freedom from
Hunger Campaign. Describing his visit to a famine area in central Bihar state in
India where a crowd of 300 to 400 had gathered at the gates of a church to receive
a bowl of watery porridge, he writes:
"They were emaciated, dirty and in rags. They were keeping up
a shrill clamour of pleading, harsh and feeble at the same
time,and the most chilling sound I have ever heard. Bony
fingers, with the skin peeling off them, clutched the railings.
More hands reached through, holding out bowls. Every face had
the same glazed desperation. At the front of the crowd were
several children. One little boy with wasted, dangling arms
had a particularly grey look about his skin. I reached out to
touch him, and felt a dry, rough texture, not like skin at all
but more like matting. It seemed to me that at least one - third
of these people had fallen so far below the stage of mere
hunger that they needed hospital attention, as well as food.
1
There was not the slightest chance that they would get it."

Commenting on the youngest of the children clinging to their mothers, Hoperaft
laments:

"They were pitifursights: minute, with faces clenched tight,
their bones sticking out under the stretched skin. They dragged behind their mothers, and the air was full of that weak
wailing." 2
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As an introductory exercise rend these ty- .-ftetationS from,operaft to the class..
Shaw the cover of the enclosed-"World Ch;ld Emerncy" iosue of UNICEF News and
discuss other descriptions the class may have heard or seen.

The ultimate authority on what it feels like to be hungry ought to be one who
In Lito The Shoeshine 222, David
Mangurian,op,a photographic assignment for UNICEF, followed Lito for four days to
get the photos he needed. His honest treatment in this photographic essay revealing a whole range of feelings common to all children presents the daily life of
this unwanted, hungry child of the streets in Tegucigalpa, Honduras.
Describing
Lito and his daily struggle to get enough food to survive, Mangurian breaks off
his words early in the book stating:
is experiencing hunger as he describes il...

"I can't tell you any more because I've never even gone
twenty-four hours without eating.
But Lito can. These
are his words." 3
Lito tells in his own way how it ,feels to be 12 or 13 (he`is not sure which),
have no home, be infected by worms, and to beg for scraps of food left on plates
when he cannot find shoes to shine.

"But there are some days when I don't eat. Because there are
some days when I don't do any shines. People don't get their
shoes shined when it's raining.
The day is ruined.
So I walk around, see, with my mouth open catching flies
because there's nothing to eat.
I feel empty. I get a bad
pain in my belly like something'hot down there.

And when I don't eat, the worms do like this
brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
like a motor, asking for food. The worms I have.
they're full, my guts go
chee-chee-chee-chee
In my belly. It's bad.
PAHZZ:
pahzz

And when

Listen
brrrrrrrrtrrrrrrrrr
See how my guts are going now. ,The worms are hungry. They
haven't eaten since morning."

If the book is available,we recommend its use with this hunger kit as the
photos are outstanding and focus on the life of one young teen-age ,boy with whom
other students can identify much better than with statistics on hunger.
If the
book is not agailable, ask the students to try to envision what it would be like
to live in Lito's circumstances. Then read Litos' words to the class.
Approaching the study of world hunger from facts in general, as we have indicated,.can also be useful. As an example let us look for a moment at a few of
those facts, based on real data collected by our own government, as expressed from
the perceptions of Secretary of Agriculture, Earl L. Butz:

on tan average, the people
"One of the obvious facts it
all over the world eat better and live better now than they
go." 5
did 20 years ago, 10 years. ago, or even 5 year
Furthermore, according to Mr. Butz in 15 of those years;

"world food production per capita has also advanced or kept
abreast with the groWing population....All told, .food production has increased by about 70 percent during the last
two decades. Even when figured on a Per capita basis
taking population growth ihgo consideration - food production
has advanced 22 percent."'

C--

These statements were made by Mr. Butz on October 18, 1974 in an address before the
National Association of Farm Broadcasteys in Kansas'City, Missouri. Naturallykmany
broadcasters repeated these "facts" to their audiences through their channels of
media across the country. What Mr. Butz failed to Ray and what many broadcasters,
and their public may have failed to question is, "What are some of the less'obvious
facts that are highly relevant to his statement?"
In the first statement that "people all over the world eat better," the student
may overlook the words "on the average". Even when noticing them, their significance may not be as "obvious" as the generalization the Secretary presented. The
task of the teacher in teaching about world hunger, as in teaching about any important topic in th? curriculum, is to help the student gain wider perspectives and
broaden his perceptions so that he does not accept simplistic, obvious facts uncriticc.ny. Are not averages merely means made up of extremes? Could it be that one
segment of the population is consuming far much more food than 20 years ago,(through
indirect consumption patterns), while large numbers of people are little or no
better off, and could it be that a very significant segment of the population is,
in fact, reduced to a lever of severe malnutrition and starvation?
As another introductory exercise read to your students the recent statements,
made by the Secretary of Agriculture and ask them to discuss those facts. Then
open the "Spare a Bite" hamburger brochure and read the opening words: "The threat
of severe malnutrition or even starvation faces 400 to 500 million ehildren in
poorer countries." Read a couple of other selected quotes from this piece and.then
foll6w this by sharing with the clbss the fact that in the four months just preceding the Secretary's statement of facts, the United Nations Children's Fund meeting
in New York declared a state of emergency for children in much of the world, its
first in the 27 year history of the organization, followed by the United Nations
General Assembly's endorsement of the UNICEF Declaration at its meeting in September
1974.

,

In the discussion of these two seemingly conflicting sets of facts, try to
about the world food crisis and
(1)
help students pose a variety of hypotheses:
about how on the average people all over the world
(2)
the world child emergency;
are eating better; and (3) about the possible explanations for each of these
(For more on this see Part II - Economic
phenomena actually existing concurrently.
and Political Factors)

An understanding of the concept of interdependence is important in understanding
the interrelationships between the world's peoples and between nations. Similarly,

c)

an understanding of the interdependence
understanding of generalizations about
consumption. Uncritical acceptance of
upon limited or incomplete data is far
.

pr kncwledge and facts is important 4.ri an
such topics as world hunger and patterns of
factual information-or generalizations based
too often passed off as education'

P

,

One of the primary process objectives of this teacher's kit es to help teachers
chdiienge students to think critically and look at all :statements of fact from a
variety of-thoughtful perspectives. The primary content focus.of this nteaching,kit
is world hunger, as well ap the UNICEF's response to the needs of those children
most severely affected by malnutrition.

4

This teacher's kit,contains a combination of print and visual resource material
and a selective annotated bibliography of sources on world hunger.
It is based
primarily on two major assumptions which the t cher can consider hpd discuss with
the students:
ti

(1)

Few if any significant problems are caused by a single
factor, and thus single factor perceptions of a problem
such as world hunger, which suggest single factor response
situations, are usually counter-produci.ve.

(2)

The end product of.learning is action, and people do not
act On what they know but rather on how they feel about
what they know.

.
With these assumptions in mind, much of the,lesson material is divided,into
four parts. In eachpart inquiry questions are included to direct the students'
attention to the many different ways each factor or dimension might be perceived.
The four parts generally correspond to a combination of lectors as-follows:
b

C;

.

(1)

Historical and Geographical Factors (yellow sheets)

(2)

Economic and Political Factors (pink.sheets)

(3)

Health and Nutritional Factors (blue sheets)

(4)

Environmental and Ecological Factors (green sheets)

.
Each of these four parts of the kit can be used in a variety of ways. Teachers
often find itlLuSeul to distribute these color-coded parts to individuals or small
groups of students who are particularly interested in pursuing certain factors in
the world hunger crisis.' FollOwing their study they may share their findings in
some form of presentation to the class as a whole or in a written reliart available
to the others. In some cases the'teacher may wish to duplicate selected passages
from each of the four parts.along with study and discussion questions for the class
as a whole.
As the kit is designed generally for secondary use, the passages
selected and levels of study questions provided should vary with the interest and
reading levels of each class.

As several of the viewpoints related to the various factors in these four parts
of the kit can be controversial, some teachers may want to capitalize upon the interests'and viewpoints expressed among students by helping them plan a panel presentation with various students bringing out different viewpoints on each of the faCtors

of world hunger.
Such an activity, planned with 1,otivated students, can facilitate
the 'Study of the material in this kit, the mater.r.ls noted in the bibliography
.(which can be collected for classroom research) rnd a variety of current resource
material from the newspapers and weekly news mdgectes.

Some.Thoughts on Analyzing Questions
However, before getting into the issues involved in world hunger, the teacher
should prepare eia class to deal with different types of questions that usually ,
Certainly this should be a worthcome up in the study of any controversial issue.
while question analysis useful in dealing with issues other than world hunger. These
three types of questions usually arise in any issue-oriented discussion :
(1)

Questions that are based on erroneous assumptions or
assumptions for which there exists more conflicting than
supporting, evidence.

(2)

Questions that cre worded to evoke only those possible
answers that reinforce the bias or position of the
questioner.

(3)

Questions which deal with the general topic but which are
eithqr irrelevant or which detract attention from the
Gentkal issue.

The following examples of each of qiese three types of questions may serve as
models for further analysis of questions that may arise from your own class.
The first question type may often be ph;:ased using a metaphor which indirectly
suggests certain assumptions. For example, one which frequently arises, statedwone.
way Or .another, is:
(1)

Since we -cannot feed everyone, why shouldn't we help only
those most promising of the poorer countries for whom we
have room in the "lifeboat" without "sinking" it?

This question is ,one which has been in the news under the heading of "triage"
oelifeboae theory. Although we cannetad,;quEly answer it here, we c4n suggest a
some facts that may help one
few problems in its assumptionS and call attention
answer it.

First of all, students should question the assumption that this planet cannot
'support enough agricultural production to adequately feed its people.

French word referring to the World War I practice of dividing the wounded
into three groups, to give urgent medical treatment to that sroup 'which could
benefit most from it, rather than treating those who would die with treatment
and those who would live, without treatment.

Alan Berg, a pod and nutrition eNpert
stalf.of the World. Bank and
author of The Nutrition Factor: ISA Role in ::atj6nal Development refutes the lifeboat And triage theories in .a recent article in th-3 New York Times, "The Trouble

With Triage."
"Yet a close look reveals'that these theories are not appropriate to todays realities and need not be for tomorrow's.
In fact, reasonable.and hard-headed.assessments of available
figures suggest that it is well within the power of humanity
to produce enough food to prevent masses from starving.. The
fact that it is possible to refute the current lifeboat and
triage theories, however, does not mean that there is no
food crisis." '

t

He further suggests, as do Jean Mayer, Lester Brown and others, that although
serious, the situation has been painted too bleak by sonie, causing a dense of
hopelessness. The fact is that if the lifeboat theory were a useful model, we might
well notethat there are still empty seats, and if those..of us taking up more than
our share of space would move over a bit, we could accommodate many more. 'However,
there are fleWs in the basid metaphor itself.
If we were to act on the lifeboat or triage theories and deny food aid to
hungry nations, they would not droTthl and disappear under the gea as the metaphor
suggests. True, many individual human beings would die, but those nations would
survive in one form or another, and the resulting violent disruptions would no
doubt, staying within the metaphor, make waves large enough to capsize the boat
for the others. As many expe;ts in the field,have pointed out, there is a real
food crisis, but it is as much or more a crisis of price and distribution as it is
a crisis of basic supply.
-

Dr. Sterling Wortman, Vice President of the Rockefeller Foundation and himself
an expertA.n the study of international agricultuie, recently reported on the
findings of a group of foremast agricultural scientists from the United States
following a 23-day visit to study Chinese' agricultural practices. China's reputation for centuries past as a land of catastrophic famines can be contrasted with its
continued successes in feeding an even larger population,today. Noting that Western
agriculturists have reacted to such reports with skepticism, Dr. Wortman writes: r
"The most populous nation appears to have achieved the objective
of producing enough food for all its people, It has done so
largely by adoption of improved strains of rice and.wheat."
Recognizing the seriousness of the current world food crisis, Jean Mayer still
rejects triage as unworthy of us as well as unnecessary.
In the May 1975 issue of.
Reader's Digest he writes:
"In spite of all these difficulties, spectacular progress is possible and has indeed been made in sueh varied areas as mainland
China, Taiwan, North and South KoreaiNtLe Punjab state of India
9
and a number of areas in Central and South America."

-7A

The second type of question often hi,J oura of.the same elemefits as thd firot
but is usually worded more like th folfowing e;cdmple.
'
,,

-

(2)
.

'

..

Is'it fai to
of our
...P.....Own
.......expect us to send our food overseas when, so. many IIIMM
people are hungry and in-need right now?

7"--

r

.

.

.
.b

.

^

P

This question
so that any immediate answer that doei not support the
questioner's position is `potentially a weak one.. Although it calls for a yes or'no
response, it needs considerable qualificatthen. When held to information and assump-..
pions in the question itself the (All* Seemingly responsible answer is "No, it is
not fair."
-

7-,,

However, as in the first type of qdestion, there are assumptions inherent in
this question that are erroneous in fact and/or invalid in degree. We must chat- °
lenge its assumptions by further asking, "How many are'so many' and is it a significant,,nutaber in quantity and degree of need as compared with those areas identified
as most needy in the developing world?",
The question assumes that the reason there are hungry peliple in the United
States is that there is not enough food to go around. It also assumes thit we are
doing very little to help our own people, while we are'giving away large quantities
of food to foreign nations.

The facts show that it is not the basic supply of food that'isthe main problem
for the hungry in general, and most certeinly,this is not true in the United States.
Senator
It is rather a matter of economics and distribution of available food.
George McGovern, in an article'for the special issue of Social Education on "Global
Hunger and Poverty," clearly states the reason for hunger in America.
"However, as a panel of nutrition experts reminded the Senate
in reports issued in June, the root cause is not in the mechanics
of food assistance programs, but in the persistent poverty dde'to
maldistribufion of the nation's wearth. The richest one percent
of the population has eight times the wealth of the lower one
half of the population combined. And over the lase 45 years, the
share of national income going to the poorest one-fifth of the
people has'remained.,the same.
It fa clear that more than a !bet
Fundamentally, people
ter' food.assistance program is at issue.
are hungry because they, are poor." 10
..

The ratio of domestic food aid to U.S. citizens as compared to such overseas
aid was five times as great for our own citizens through one'program alone " the
Food Stamp Program -- which amounted to $4.3 billion last year, not counting
domestic food aid through the school lunch and other such programs.
The third type of question, often most difficult to handle, is represented by
the following:
(3)

should we
In view of the world population problem,
shard our own. food and precious resources with foreign
countries to keep hungry people Alive who will just
produce more hungr mouths to feed?
.

.

°

A

p

-

It would be folly to ,suggest that the question ofworld population is unrelated

to 'world hunger. :,However, it is not a direct one.:..to-ona relat'ion'ship as, it is often

presented,

Many people are surpfised to learn-that in the last h years the growth of the
world's output of goods andservices'has averaged about fOr percent per year while
the growth'in the world's population has averaged approximately two percent. Rising
per capita-consumption by Ehe,affluent countries accounts for the "missing" other
ty

two/percent!'

With regard to food and population. more specifically, Lester Brown, in his
book.on a,strategy to stabilize world population, brings,this factor of affluence
to light.
"During °the 1970's, rapid global population growth continues to
generate demand:for more,food, but in addition rising. affluence
is emerging as a major new claimant on world food resources..Historically, there wassonly one important soffce °L.-growth in
world demand for food; there:are now two." '

,

As with the first twotypes of questions, We'still find weakly supported or
erroneous assumptions, which
this case detract from a clear analysis of the
central issud. If populatiO ...Jere the single factor affecting,hunger in the world,
.it is not necessarily true that sharing food with the hungry automatically produces
more months to feed.
In fact, there is considetable-,evidence to the coitrary.
?),

The record indiCates.that in the countries in which food has-become more
plentiful, and where there have been increases in social and'econamic well being,
f-artility has declined. A Comparison of the data on gross national product pq,E,
capita and birthrates of selected countries shows a direct relationship between
higherGNP and lower birthrates._ If such'comparisons are made over the years, it
can be demonstrated that most of the countries of North America and Europe and
particular couhtries or areas in Asia such as Japan and Hong Kong have achieved'
significantly lower birthrateg as their income and standard of living have
increased.
0
-A

The opposite seems to he true of poor countries With hungry populations as the
K
following paragraph from a recent Population Bulletin concludes:
.

7

"In the.poor catntries,rhowever, it is math more-difficult
to reduce growth rates within an acceptable time frame, at
least as things are going now. For one thing, the histori
cal record indicates that birthiates do not usually decline
well-bP4ng -- an
in the absence of a certain improveinent
assured food pjuppIy, a reduced infant' mortality rat-,, literacy and at least rudimentary health services.
In short, it may well be in the self-interest of affluent
societies, such di'the,United States, to launch an attack on
global poverty, not only td,n1rrow the economic gap between
rich and poor nations, but, also to Feet the basic social
needs of people throughout the world'in n effort to provide
incentives for Lowering birth rates." 14

.

o

i)

O

;
1

In addressing the question, however% we must not sidestep the serious problem
of population as it relates to fOod supply. Professor Jean Mayer and Dr. Sterling
Weriman were pressed to answer this basic question on a "Meet the press". program
just proceeding the World Food Conference. Their answei in part support both the
conce,rn for the population problem and p recognition that by shoring food and by
aiding developing nations we can serve humanitarian purposes as well as effect.d
more manageable rate of population growth. We cite two question and answer sequences
from the transcript of that special NBC program.
"MR. 4...EVINE:"'Dr. Mayer, ybu referred ,a moment or ,two ago to the'

population aspect of the food problem.
Isn't that really
the 'crux of the matter?
If thel,world population continues 1
to grow, ishere any possibility of solving the world food
problem and providing enough food for everyone?
MR. MAYER: If the populatiOn.aontinues to grow at the rate at
which it is growing now %, I-think that the situation may well
beeomedesperaie. One can hope, &id there are goodgrounds
.fot hoping, that if we cam.tievelop the poorer areas, as-their
income increases, th populaiion, the birth rate, will drop..
This has been true in the past.
#

It is true, ,for Lnstance;'in India, in the areas whi0
are developing, as.-in Punjab, and this is one' reason why we
have to think at the .tiMe.of agrIchtturl development,
0abilityOf health.. services everywhere, teaehing into the

smallest villages, and even indoptiigldevelopMent, at the
same time as we think about.nuttition.
0

MR. ROWAN: Some of the expertssay there'"is no conceivab1e way
you will get the population growthdOWn toths point where
,you can double food supplies in,35 years andmeey the needs
of that time. Are theybeihg overly pessimistic?'
.

.

.

DR. WORTMAN: 'Yes, I think so. As Dr. Mayet just "said, thete.:ere
-indications that where'hrogress is being made on development,.
population growth rateswill3go down, and rthink that that
is quite a hopeful sign."
Roy Browh and Joe'Wray':in a chapter entitled "The Starving Roots of'Population
Growth"thnswer the basic question most explicitly, calling feedihg starving children
the best birth control program.

"If we wish to limit populationArowth, the primary-thing we
must do is to lower infant and childhood Mortality rates.
When these remain at high levels, fertility will _remain high,
but when mortality rates decline"visibly,,fertility will fall
within a few'years. The most effectiveway to lower infant
mortality rates is to improve nutritional levels.
Therefore,
thenbest birth control program is, simply, to feed the chTidre6 14

ol

;

a.
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JThe U.S. Committee for UNICEF often
questions similar to this third
example. The following answer is taken L.o.,1 the booklet Ity UNICEF (available
free on request from the U.S. CoMmittee for MAICEF):
.

.

4.

"UNICEF believes that once a child is born everything must
be done to ensure his chance to live, to be healthy and to
be educated and trained for his future as a responsible
adult.
It is in-the interest of society in all parts of the
world to improve the quality of its human resources and
ensure that the child of today can become an active participant in tomorrow's world. If a child is sick, suffering
from malnutrition and condemned to ignorance, he cannot do
this%
And if he does survive to Manhood, he will be a burden to society rather than an asset.
As parents look forward to their declining yearn, children
represent their most valuable asset, often the only social
security they have. If parents can be convinced that their
childreh will be healthy and survive to adulthood, they are
likely to have smaller families." 15

Questions such as the three we have usedas examples dc come up frequently,
and t1'.ey are not easy for students or teacheys to.answer,unless they have access
to relevant and accurate information. Nevertheless, helping students analyze such
questions to discover their underlying assumptions and implications can be a moat
useful exercise in building the critical thinking skills so necessary for young
today if they are to become thoughtful, responsible citizens.

A Ccmplex Problem That Calls for Action on 14anyFronts
As we, stated earlier, in producing this. kit for the teacher and secondary
classroom use, we ;have clearly identified two of our basic assumptions.

We have tried to present the complex problem of world hunger in a format for
ee'r.h7lr and student use which recognizeS its multi-factor dimensions and stimulates
Iciiry and thought from as many, different perspectives as possible.
We have also tried to weave throughout the. parts of the kit the stimulation to
action, as we believe learhing, if it is effective, pre-supposes an action component
on the part of the learner. 'As you draw upon the various parts and resources
included in this kit; we trust your students will be motivated to action which they
feel is most appropriate. How they feel about What they learn will be the deL!:r,

m7r.nant, as facts alone--do not move people to action.

The following arse only a few ideas that your students may want te'szplor-.
a variety of actions that individuals and groups can take. -They L.1:y
petson refusing to waste precious food or energy by eating less beaf nr
other simple things like tnrning out unused lights and walking or bicycling-m-:e,a11
CI
-my to planning a stahool or community -wide program for raising funds for
..:ciable humanitarian agency such as UNICEF.

.Since the .need has become even greater ia A;21:7 of the World Child Emergency and
the state of chlTdren.in the "hunger belt,' ye,msepeople of all ages are incr45ingly becoming involved in action progratis to hilp UNICEF in spring4.1 summer, fall
and winter --'not.just at Halloween'time.

Charles Schulz, of Peanuts fame, has been the inspiration for the UNICEF/LINUS
Fund, a special spring fund-raising initiated as a pilot project in,seven metropolitan areas in 1975. Linus is the thinker and conscience of the Peanuts family,
and his UNICEF "Blanket of Protection" Campaign is raising funds for programs which
supply blankets, high-protein food and clean water to imperiled children around the
world.
5t14

Among the activities popular with young people in the pilot projects are:
(1)

Collection with the UNICEF/LINUS Carton
X

Studentsl?ave used the UNICEF/LINUS poster and the green spring
cartons to collect in public places such as supermarkets, banks, business offices, airline terminals, train stgtions, department stores.
They often set up an informatiod table with student volunteers answering
questions about the World Child Emergency and UNICEF's response to it.
Many collection cartons have been set up near cash regist'rs in school
cafeterias, community centers, snack bars, restaurants, drugstores,
and movie theatres.
(2)

Benefit Sports ,Events

This idea has caught on well, and young people have seen it 8s an
opportunity to ae their health to help assure the health of the world's,,
children.
A large variety of sports activities have been used where
major sports are terminating or beginning their season inthe spring.
Admission charges.for spectators, fees'for participants, proceeds from
refreshments and direct solicitation at the event are all useful ways
to raise funds. This is an area where many student groups have-used
their imagination in planning and sponsoring most unusual events that
draw attention.
(3)

4

Vegetarian or Non -Meat Picnic,

Many clubs, organizations, PTA's and school classes, as well as
other non - school groups to which students can appeal, have held picnics
or similar functions serving and selling tasty, homemade natural foods
and vegetarian and other non-meat dishes. These functions have often
had an educational basis, too, where the foods have been related to
cultures and customs and to the world food crisis, with charts or brochures showing varying consumption patterns and their effect on world
food supplies.

Your class or school may want to join in the Linus spring campaign in the
future as it expands across the country. For free materials and more details on
UNICEF/LINUS FUND, U.S. Committee for UNICEF,
this type of student action write to:
A31 East 38th Street, New York, NY 10016.
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Other fund- raising and education efforts which can be effectively combined in
your school and community at other times during the year can be planned uaing some
of the information in this kit on hunger and mnlnutritton. Students can form a
coalition with other concerned groups.(Jaycees, YMCA, women's clubs, Rotary) asking
At a
;them to appoint one of their members to a World Caild Emergency Coalition.
meeting of these representatives, student members can spread the word about the
food crisis and how it affects developing countries and what can be done in theirawn community by mobilizing a community-wide effort for the hungry children of
4

the world.

Starvation Banquets have been popular as ways to dramatize and expe ience the
difference between the lifestyle we take for granted and the lifestyle, nd food
intake of so many in the developing world. Simple meals of small porti,i ns of rice
and beans, or simply rice and water, can be prepared and served at varickus functions
along with a donation or admission to raise funds.
Some high schools have chosen particular days during the year for a fast at
lunchtime Or a fast combined with an all-day workshop on hunger as one Pennsylvania
school had recently. Care should be taken that such events be planned in cooperation with the school administration and food service staff. 'Usually a film aid/or
some type of assembly program is planned at lunchtime with a donation-admission
One New Jersey HighSchool that sponsored a lunchequal to the' school lunch price.
time fast suggests that advance publicity and ticket sales can be most helpful to
the student committee and the school food service staff in order that food usually
prepared for those who choose to participate in the fast will not be wasted. In
the day-long workshops students and teachers planned together to simulate character
is -tics of hunger and poverty in much of the developing world. Students reported
that the fast combined with a simulated experience, films, slide showings and other
resources made a most memorable learning experience and they better understood how
the mo.-,v raised for UNICEF would be used to help hungry children.
a

The Feast or Famine Banquet is more appropriate for some events and has been
one of, the most appealing an0 successful for many student groups as it has an element of suspens- and helps to dramatize the difference between the world's poorer
and richer countries. As with the Starvation Banquet, a simple meal of rice and
beats (or something similar) is prepared. A secong meal of richer food (roast beef,
green beans, potatoes, deAsert, etc.) is also prepared. Two-thirds of the banquet
participants receive the simple meal; the other one-third receive the rich meal.
However, participants do not know which meal they will receive until the ,opals are
served. One price is charged for all tickets. Talent shows or international films
and.talks are good accompaniments to such banquets.

The simple role playing/simulation exercise enclosed provides a way to make a
point of this ,variance of food consumed in richer and poorer countries and how one
affects the other. However, it is best used as an educational exercise and is =re
appropriate for lower secondary classes than senior high school students.
Whatever you and your students choose as active responses to their learning
about hunger in our world today, the U.S. Committee for UNICEF and its School Services, Information, and Group Programs departments will provide further information
and materials to assist your efforts. See the bibliography of resources fsr, the
addresses of other agencies which also can supply you with free and inexpensive
information and materials on world hunger.
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Historical 'nd Geo,rTaphical Factors

"Throughout most of the recorded history of mankind,'most of the
world's population has been but one poor crop away from disaster

and suffering."

Almost 10,000 years ago human beings who had roamed those portions of the
earth that could best sustain them as they gathered nuts, berries and other
edible portions of plantd, along with the animals they could pursue and kill,
made a discovery that changed their lives. They learned that seeds from some
of the plants they ate could be used to grow more of the plants. They learned
that some of the animals could be captured and cared for, prqducing herds of
animals that provided meat, milk and eggs.
r

The discovery of agriculture gave humankind a mull larger,and more dependable
food supply than was ever possible before. With a more adequate food supply,
people improved their diet and health increased their life expectancy, produced
more and healthier children. These children could be better cared for when they
Were not constantly moving than when they were food gatherers and hunters exclusively.

Following the discovery of agriculture by approximately 4,000 years, there
is evidence of a system of irrigation having emerged in the Middle East, and
within another 1,000 years still another most significant agricultural developThese two
ment - the harnessing of animal power to break and till the soil.
development were to increase the food supply many fold and provide for the agricultural surplus which has always been and still is the primary requirement for
the development and continuance of civilization.

(Have you ever thought about how someone else is_producing your share of
food for you and that you have a responsibility to be a-.productive person in
some °then:way that contributes to ,civilization ? If you have not, think about
the implications and ttien discuss them together.)
The next major development affecting,the world's food supply is relatively
,recent in historical terms - when after the Europen discovery of the New World
(from the Native American's viewpoint it was not Lost) there followed a series
of exchanges of crops. Wheat, oats, barley and-rye from the Old World were
shipped west, while corn, squash, beans and potatoes were loaded on eastbound
ships, each then planted on opposite shores.
The last three majot technological advances_in agriculture had their greatest;
impact, if not their initial development, in the last half of this century. They
are: (1) the development of chemical fertilizers and pesticides, (2) theinvention and application of greater machine poder through the internal combustion
engine and (3) the hybridization of corn and other deliberate alterations of the
genetic composition of food crops, along with similar advances in breeding livestock and poultry.
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Read the enclosed piece, "The Green Revolution Lives," and discuss the ways
this revolution is changing the history df food production in many countries.
For a most fascinating story of .the recent hictory of Dr. Norman Borlaug's
development of the dwarf wheat strain in Mexico, also read Facing Starvation:
Norman Borlau and the Fi ht A aint Hen er. The fallowing excerpt gives some
insight into the work of this Nobel prize winning agricultural scientist. With
no air-conditioned laboratory, no fancy research facility nor white-coated
assistants, Borlaug endured intolerable hardships, often working from sun up
until dark in the fields each day.
-

"But it was delicate, time consuming work, and physically exausting.
Seated on his little' folding stool in the hot sun in front of a'plant,
he would work his way through every head of wheat using needle-nosed
tweezers...one hand holding the wheat head, the other grasping the
tweezers, his spine bent as he leaned over the heads of wheat, his eyes
The physical strain
staring down, into the fine structure afthe floret.
was tremendous av his muscles began to cramp, then ache with tension.
Yet there was no relief, except when he stood to move the stool from one
row to the next."`

What was this man, the father of the "Green Revolution," really like as a
young boy growing up in Northeast Iowa, as a high school athlete and as a
struggling college student during the depression ? What gave him the unshakable
determination to fight hunger ? These are questions of the history of world
hunger too.. (See the bibliography for a more complete reference. If your
school or local library doe's not have this book, it is one you should request
ordered.)

Another event of historical.significance affecting the world's food supply
was taking place in the Old World, about the time Borlaug was studying hard,
In 1935 a young girl darned Hildebrande lay
-working his way throeigh college.
hopelessly dying from a blood infection. The doctors of that day knew of no
cure for her. In desperation her father, Dr. Gerhard Domagh, gave her anrinjection of an experimental chemical dye never-before tried on any human patient.
lived and this event marked the first use of prontpsil, the earliest form of
S1
the sulpha drugs, which were to lead the way'for,a later series of miracle drugs
ay well have had a greater'effect on demand for the world's
and antibiotics that
food than any other event in all of history.3 Human intervention through the
discovery of agriculture, and later science and technology, had expanded the
world's food supply over a 10,000 year period, but with the advent of this new
form of death control, medical technolOgy would soon double the life expectancy
..of human beings and trigger another geometric increase in population.
Commenting,on this point Dr. D. Gale Johnson writes:

"The largest percentage-declines in death rates occurred among the
young, who normally suffer first and most with a reduction in food
availability..

Those of us who decry the high rates of dopulation growth in the
developing countries should not forget that the increases in population growth have been due entirely to reduction in death rates and
not at all to an increase in birthrates. There has been an enormous
reducticin in human suffering that has gone largely unrecognized - pain
and grief of parents numbering in the hundreds of millions has been
avoided by the reduction of infant and child mortality."
Read the enclosed article by Dr. Johnson, "Hunger: A Historical Presepective."
Do you agree with his thesis ? Are his perceptions optimistic, pessimistic,
realistic ?
For a more recent look at'hIstorical hungeF perspectives on the world food
supply, read pages 8,9 and 10 of the World Child Emergency issue of UNICEF News.
period of what Dr. Jean Mayer called a
The past quarter century represented
most precarious balance between increases in world food production and world
population,

What does Jean Mayer; top ranking intxnational authority in fcod and nutriCompare Dr. Johnson's views
tion, see as probabilities for the next few years ?
with ideas presented by Ex. Mayer.
The geographical factor of hunger is a dynamic which could be said generally
to change over historical time from a focal point on physical geography to
economic geography.. In other words hunger and famine as we go further back is
tithe were primarily due to physical geographic\factors: i.e. (1) temperature,
with its extreme variations; (2) precipitation, with itairregularities causing
floods and droughts; and (3) coil, with its wearing out, leaching away of nutrients and actual disappearance due to erosion frog wind and water. Also with
litlle development of communication and-. transportation systems for warning of
famine danger and subsequent distribution of needed food if it were available,
the chances for avoiding hunger in a given famine, area were were very small indeed.
The limited evidence available indicates that there Must have been hundreds
if not thousands of famines over the world since the discovery of agriculture.
The great famine Of 436 B.C. in Rome, the Indian famine of 1291 A.D., and the
famines in England, Scotland, Irelend Italy, Egypt, India and China from Medieval
to Modern times are noteworthy examples.
With the Industrial revolution and the later development of instantaneous.
electronic Communication and more rapid transportation via rail and steamship,
with_eventual air drops of emergency food supplies following disasters, hunger
and famine in any particular geographic locale were much less threatening. However with these changes also came a shift from the old hunger of a geographic
locale type to a new huriger of economic deprivation.
increasingly interdependent world, our economic systems-are
Today'in this
linked together much like our transportation and communication systems. Thus to
a greater degree those persons with economic purchasing power are less affected
than before, even when famine hits hard in their pert of the world. Conversely

0

people in areas rich in food production may be more affected.than before if they
do not have the,purchasing power to bid successfully for food at the world
market prices. What examples of this can be seen in our own country ?
Try to
find examples of hunger in various_parts,of the world .that is caused more by
economic factors than geographical factors. Can you find any countries that
are verylow in per capita caloric-consumption but which export food ? Why
might this be ?
Despite these economic factors there still exists fairly gene.ralized,geographic areas of hunger which taken together are sometimes referrea\to as the
hunger belt.
Find the following Countries and areas on a globe or wol.,14 map:
the Phillipines, Indonesia, Bangladesh, India, Sri Lanka (Ceylon), NepaINend
Afghanistan in Asia; Somalia, Ethiopia, Sudan' (southern part), Chad, Central
African Republic, Niger, Nigeria, Upper Volta, Mali, Senegal and Mauritania in
Africa; end Brazil (northwestern area), Bolivia, Peru (southeastern part), Ecuador,
Haiti, and El Salvador in Latin America.- (See the list of 36 countries identified
as among those whose children are in greatest danger, on page 2 of the "Can't
You Spare a Bite ?" brochure.)

When you have plotted these countries on your globe or mapjn what way does_
their common location resemble a belt ?
Read these three articles in the enclosed UNICEF News magazine: "Life on <the
Altiplano," "Tragedy in the Sahel,",and "Bangladesh Faces Another Crisis." What
problems do each of these areas have in common in addition to widespread hunger?
What responses has UNICEF made in each of these geographic areas?
For a more complete treatment of the "Hist.ory and Geography of Malnutrition"
read chapter two of Lester Brown's By Bread Alone (see bibliography).

Footnotes:
1.

Johnson, D. Gale, "Hunger: A Historical Perspective;" the interdependent,
monthly newsletter of the United Nations Association, April 1975, Volume 2,
. Number 4,

2.

Bickel,, Lennard, Facing Starvation: Norman Barlaug and the Fight Against
Hurgpr, Reader's Digest Press, pp. 122-134.
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Ritchie-Calder, Lord, "UNICEF's Grandchildren", UNICEF News, January 1975,
Issue 78, page 5.
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Brawn, Lester R. with Erik P. Eckholm, By. read Alone, Praeger Publishers,
page 36
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Economic sn;s1Politic.r.1Fnctors

"We are a land of shortages" my,Bengal.i host cemented, "short of food,
safe water, clothing, shelter, you'name it - we haveu't got it!"

This passage is excerpted from an article in the enclosed UNICEF News by
Glen Davies; UNICEF Special Representative in Bangladesh, writing about
g.
the many scarcities there.

The concept of scarcity, better stated as relative scarcity, is basic to &'.71
consideration of economic matters. However, it is the political factor that is
often just as important to understanding scarcity, so much in fact that a new
phrase has come into common use recently - the politics of global scarcity.

From the economic viewpoint tcarcity is determined primarily by supply and
For example, no matter how much or how little'of something exists, it is
scarce only When the demand begins to exceed the supply. But from the political
viewpoint decisions are sometimes made which overrule economic factors of supply
For example, when a group of the oil produCing nations agree not to
and demand.
sell their product to certain nations regardless of the existing supply of oil_ or
(This is not to be
demand for it, a new kind of "scarcity" enters the picture.
confused with arbitrarily raising the price of oil, whether politically motivated
demand.

or not.)

In terms of world food supplies, the parallel political dimensions of scarcity
can sometimes be seen in the decisions mile by the nations which, control the bulk
of surplus food invorld trade. Pad you know that more than two-thirds of all
food that moves in international commerce originates on the North AmeriCan continent ? 9id you know that Our country in recent years has used its food assistance
programs for political purposes; in someyeartevento a much greater degree than
food assistance for either basic economic purposes or humanita:ian aid ?)

.

For example, most people have heard about our "Food For Peace" program outlined
in Public Law 480 which Congress enacted in 1954, but few understand the economics
and politics of it. Very simply Public law 480 was passed as a politcal instrumett
to implement an economic policy of disposing of large U.S. farm surpluses without
placing them directly Jn.the world market (which would have depressed out domestic
farm prices). It was also enacted for the purpose of combatting hunger and malnutrition and to encourage economic develdpment'in the developing'Countries.
Title I was for food soles at low-interest rates for'iong terms. Title II provided
for food grants directly to governments and through private voluntary groups as
well as through, international relief agencies of the United Nations such as UNICEF
and other World Food ProgramHoutlets: This law in effect did make_a significant
impact in the area of humanitarian aid with over $22 billion in "food and other
'commodities" going to needy persons in 130!countries over the past two decades.

.
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But therecis much of a political nature that the general public does not know
about this program. Of this amount nearly 3.5 bLllion or about 16 percent was
not spent for food at all, but rather for tobacco and other non-food commodities.
Was this done to aid hungry people or to uce a tax - cupported program to maintain
the prices of a crop Like tobacco as advocated by the powerful tobacco lobby. In
Washington, ?

Also many-people believe most foodstuffs distributed under Public Law 480 are
The fact is'
given away to the most needy countries where hunger is widespread.
that most of the food under this program is sold under concessional sales (Title
I), at market price but on a very easy credit basis, Concerning allocation of
the food, for the past few years it has been primarily a political decision based
on foreign policy rather than the nost critical needs of the recipient country.
Well over two-thirAs of our food assistance in 1974 went to countries with whom
we had military assistance agreements or countries listed as vital U.S. security
interests. In that same year nearly half of all our food aid went to South
Vietnam aria' Cambodia and in the early months of 1975, $7.5 million worth of tobacco
was sent to'South Vietnam alone.
In the face of the mounting world food crisis, many U.S. citizens and their
legislators believed this to be wrong, and Congress recently restricted the "political" use of one category of food assistance to not more than 30 percent of the
total, with at least 70 percent of the food assistance program earmarked for
those countries on the United Nations list of most severely affected by the
current economic crisis and shortages of food. and other essential commodities.
How might this change in national policy be viewed in terms of political and
Do you
economic factors in world hunger ? Discuss the implications of the law.
think the current 30 percent limitation in political use should be smaller or
larger ? Compare the idea of using food concessionary sales to countries as a
political instrument of foreign policy to using the sale or withholding of the
Did you know
sale of petroleum for similar political or foreign policy"reasons.
that North America controls a larger share of the world's exportable surplus of
grain than the Middle Epst controls of all current world petroleum exports ?
,"

Another aspect of the political side of the world hunger crisisid that ot
political upheaval Within nations or political decisions made to attack neighboring
Read the article starting
countries that have more food or Land in cultivation.
on page 4 of the UNICEF News issue enclosed,- in which the scenarid'has the armedforces and police joining with large bands of'hungry teenagers fighting their
way to the government emergency food stockpilea.
Without going into all of the reasons for the war Bangladesh fought for its
independence, one cause was the continued hardship and scarcity faced by many of
tts'people and the belief'that the central government in Karachi, Pakistan was
not responsive to those needs,. Read pages 35 and 36 of the article "Bangladesh
NNNN Faces AnotherCrisis"in UNICEF News fOr an economic report by the National
'anning Commission. Since the celebrition df inddpendence which followed the
fierce fighting, Bangladesh has found itself having the distinctim'of.being among
the ooreat of the Third World countries with an ailing economy and,food deficit
ious than any nation of comparable size in the'world. The hardships
more s
suffered efore, during and just after the war were made intolerable by the worldcrisis.
wide econom

.

Consider these seemingly irrelevant economic events that in an increasingly
interdependent world directly affected Bangladesh's chances for a post-war re-covery; Secretly in 1972 and in'succeeding years, the Soviet Union contracted
for the purchase of 28 million tons of'grain to be taken from the world market,
most of it fromthe U.S. By hiding the size of -heir purchase, they succeeded
in "cornering" the market, getting their wheat at a very low price and then forcing
the world grain prices to all time highs by depleting supplies at a time when
demand was beginning to rise rapidly. The U.S. taxpayers lost heavily "as they
paid farmers over $3 billion not to grow crops (fearing andther-surplus), and
But
the farmer lost by selling too cheaply, unaware of the Soviet intentions,
thbse who were hurt most seriously wer1e the people of countries such as Bangladesh'
and India, which were caught in competitive bidding for scarce, grain supplies on
the world market at atime when they had been threatenediby famihe from both manmade-and natural digesters: What made this development even more ironic than it
might have been is the fact that much of the grain the Soviets purchased was not
to be fed to human beings, but rather to livestock, with ,a net loss of from 80
(The Soyiet Union his into 95percent of the nutritional value and protein.
creased its consumption .of grain. fed livestfck significantly, along with Japan
and the Western nationsas they became more affluent.)

Aiother dimension of theWonomic factor of hunger related to livestock is
the real cost of different meats; As Mayer noted on pegs 9 Of the enclosed UNICEF
News, it takes 6.5 pounds of grain to produce one mound of beef (actually a very
conservative estimate as the 10 or 12 pound figure for lean boneless beef is now
being used used by, more authorities), compared to approximately two pounds to
produca a pound of poultry. Stated as a ratio it takes over three times as much
grain to produce a pound of beef as a pound of chicken. Grain,fed beef .is significantly less economical not only in price pet pound, but in the multiples of
wasted grain from the world grain supply.
There is no doubt that an uneconomical use of grain does directly affect the
ability of the poor in developing nations to get enough to eat. Read theatatements by Walter Cronkite on page three of the enclosed "Can't You Spare a Bite ?"
brochure regarding the haves and have dots competing for the same food stocks.
Is there any doubt as to how the hive nots will fare in such a competition ? What,
are the moral and economic implications of the above for Americans ? What would
you say to those who unthinkingly dismiss the problems of people on the other
side of the world by saying "Live and let live" ? Does how you-choose to live
possibly affect whether or not "someone else will live ?
Economics also means making choices on,consumption and allocation of money
and, resources for various goods and services. If Americans choose to'limit them -.,
selves mind make wise and humanitarian choices, we can make a significant step
°towards alleviating suffering and starvation for hundreds of millions of children
and adults.
,

Senator Richard Clark (Democrat of Iowa) in a speech at a, hunger seminar at
the Ford Foundation on January 24, 1975, outlined the extent of limitation,or
'sacrifice each American would be called upon to make if we alone were to have
picked up the tab for the entire estimated shortfall of 5.5 million tons of food
needed until after the harvests in the developing world. It would have cost us

°
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about $5.00 per person, or about the cost of one moderately priced restaurant
He made a direct comparison.betweea that cost and the seine amount we pay
for one Ttident submarine, about $1.2 billion. Jean Mayer, speaking of the money
spent on items such as Trident submarines, reminded-the UNICEF Executive Board
at'its annual meeting on May 27, 1975 that the world spends over $250 billion on
such armaments in the name ,of "national security." -"However," he said, "unless
the children of the world are fed there will be no security for anyone."

meral.

.,-

,Ekithe World Food Conferende in Rome"the,delegates passed a resolution calling
for the reduction of military expenditures and for that savings of money to be
allocated for increasing food production. Find out if our government has rAduced
(See the enclosed "Summary of World Food CoLmilitary expenditures this year.
ference Resolutions": Item 14.')

Find out the total amOUntOf money your government allocates for military
expenditures annually and compare it to the amount given for, food assistance and
other-forMs of humanitarian relief. Do you'think the U.S. is the first iti the
amount spent (per capita) on such aid, or at least among the top ten ? Find out
hcw the political dec.isionl made by your representatives affect the economics of
world hunger - and don't forget to look at the personal decisions made by you and
how'they might affect hungry human beings who have the eame basic needs for survival as you do.

"With sufficient resources, UNICEF can offer practical help in the
countries most seriously affected. It can help governments establish
nutrition 'programs, train parents and community leaders to increaselocal food production and support emergency child feeding projects.
Unlike other parts of the United Nations system, however, the Children's
Fund,is entirely dependent upon voluntary contributions from governments
and people." *

* Henry R. Labouisse, Executive Director, UNICEF

Healthand Nutritional Factors

"Malnutrition, possibly starvation,now threatens some 500 million
children in Asia,:Afriaa and LatinAinerica."4v
t

.

This statement from the enclosed World Child Eugrgency wallsheet is most
difficult to comprehend, not only in terms of the number but in terms of
what is happening to tip minds andbodies of these children.

When looking at world hunger from the viewpoint of health and nutrition:, we
must realize that the 'human body makes two basic kinds of demands upom its food.
supply.. These two dimensions of hunger can bethought of as quantative and qual-,
itive demands. Prolonged uadernutritiol or starvation is the result of a failure
to net the body's quantitive demands for calories or "fuel" to provide the
critical level of energy needed to sustain basic life systems.

Malnutrition, on the other hand, is the result of failure to meet the body's
Although
qualitative demand for nutrients necessary for growth and good health.
(they are separate and distinct problems of huriger, they are most often found to
exist together in areas where food is in short supply.
It has been established that nearly one billion people in this world (onefourth of the world's population) suffer from undetnutrition - the serious overt,
quantitive deficiency that leads eventually to death by starvation (unless the
weakened body is fatally attacked by diseases, many of which may be relativ21y
mild to the well-fed body). Although reliable statistics reflecting the number
of people in the world who suffer from some fors of malnutrition are not easily
available, some authoritieg suggest it may be nearly two- thirds of the world's
population. If we were to include the number of people suffering from obesity
and other nutritional problems resulting in overconsumption of foodothe figures
would be even higher.

Look at the two charts entitled "Annual Per Capita Consumption..." and "World
Population, Health and Hunget Data..." Compare the average calorie intake per
person per day in each part of the world. Which region or continents have the
/greatest average Caloric intake, and which the least ? 'Do you see any pattern,
i.e. economic or geographic similarities between regions or areas that have
similar per capita incomes or fall in similar latitudes or climatic zones ? Can
you suggest a possible reason for greater,calorie intake in some parts of the,
world than in ethers-, beside the factor of greater availability of food?
.

l

Compare the average calorie intake of people in.India with peoplen your
country. Study the chart showing consumption of cereal grains. Hew can one
person "consume" five times as much grain as another and only thke in approximately
(Clue: discuda the difference betweea direct con-50 percent more ealories ?
suMpiion and-indirect consumption.) Find out and compare the average per. capita
incomes of count4es that have high indix.ec,t grain consumption patterns.

Olt

.
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Remember that calorie intake is a f4ocd indi,lator of genvannutritional
adequacy, but it is primarily associated with the quantitive dimension of hunger,
or undernutrition. Protein intake is one of the most important ipdicators of the
qualitative dimension associated with malnutrition.
Find the daily total protein
intake for the ten selected countries on war consumption Chart. Note t1at the
average protein intake in the' United States is 96 grams per day, fully double
that of the average Indian's protein intake of 48 grams per day.

How do these basic differencesin consumption of overall calories and protein
affect the health and nutrition of the children and adults in the world ?
. A
-

Although there are no absolute figures we can rely upon with certainty,

°

0,

experts in this, field generally agree on an aye rage .range--of mininiurt requirements
of calories and protein for burned beings. Even these ranges, however, vary with

respect to age, size, sex and environmental .factors such asheat loss in cold
climates and evaporation of body'fluids in dry climates., A range of 2,300 calories
to 2,700 calories daily per person, including an intake of-from 40 to 60 grams of
protein per day (also depending on the quality of the protein) car. be accepted
for most purposes. We find that on the average people in the moi.e highly-developed
countries get 90 grams of protein per day while in the poorest nations that average
is about 40 grams per day. Note that we cautioned before, data that are stated
in averages can hide less obvious data. If everyone in the developing nations
were to receive at leaIt 40 grams of protein per day therewOuld still be a wide-spread problem of protein deficiency. But the fact 'retains that hundreds of
millions of people receive far less than the average.
The effgcts of such updernutrition and malnutrition are many, and taken to.,
gether they are dteating a global crisis of proportions far beyond that conceived
just a few years ago. These effects are usually seen first among the children
of the world, in any shortage the most vulnerable,sogment of the population, A
variety of serious health problems including goitre, cretinism, certain forms of
blindness, anemia, and the classifications of protein calorie malnutrition (PCM),
marasmus ,-kwashiorkor 2 and combinations thereof are taking a heavy toll on
children, particularly, in the poorest 40 to 50 countries of the world. In .many
areas of these countries, 30 percenl of the children die from malnutrition
rented causes before theyreach their fifth birthday. Too often children who
do-survive bear the subtle mental and physical scars of malnutrition for their
entire lives.- Such serious dietary- deficiencies that permanent17: damaggand rob
children, of their opportunity ta develop into 4ealthy, mentally alert and physicall7 =4
capable productive adults represent far more th-P1 an indiVidual or family tragedy.
Such individuals constitute an immense drain on'nationai and global resources,
since their potential productivity is not only absent but a negative factor in
that hundreds Of millions become dependent rather than productive.
The shameful part of this situation, ,not to be borne 135', those who are the
victims of suchlimalnutrition, is that at least some of these'problems can,be.
solved relatively cheaply. In most cases where costs are not considered cheap,
they are still far less than the direct and indirect costs of malnutrition to the
The direct
economy, not to mention the immeasurable posts in human suffering.
increase in costs.for prevention of malnutrition are far less than the massive
long-range costs fo society.
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-%: Reed pag-.'s 10 and 11 and discuss Jean Ma ye r's comments o n "solving,acuie

these
problems cheaply" and "striking at MaiwierLtion,"- Do you believe some of
stories
in
thenews
recent
problems can be Solved "cheaply?" Compare this idea to
spreadin?,
among
many
people
that
the
situation
media and theidea that seems to be
5p bad that it is hopeless and them:ore coat worth trying to-help;
i

.

a\
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Bangladesh is often used as an example of such widespread extreme hunger and
'malnotirishmeut that there is little hope. Read the art,Icle "Bangladesh Faces
Another Crisis"'-in-the enclosed issue of 1'Nr.CEF News. Discuss th,:section or page
38, '"Nutrition'Centers Offer New Hope."

,

Bauglasdesh certainly represents a most extreme and serious example, butproblem as
-writing of this Dr. Mayer warns against the danger of overstating the
follows:
.

.

.

"The recent' Autritinnal disasters -- in' the Sanel, In Bangladesh, and
increasingly in'other areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America -- have
been, magnified by some well-intent;.oned (though ill- advised) advocates.
They, in their anxiety to procure the necessary relief, have indulged
in verbal overkill, so extremaothat it may'well prove to be cbunter-

s?rotiuctive by being overly discouraging. The Director of this study
has had, in the past few months, numerous opportunities to meet representatives of printed and electronic media from all Owe- the world.
He is increasingly concerned with the defeatist attitude of opinion
molders in the richer countries which is creating-the impression that
the problems involved irt feeding the hungry of the world are so complex
world shortages
as to be insoluble and that the scope of the developing
impression, ,.,
exiitipg
rdpources.
,If
this
is so great as to be beyond
millions
ofchildren
would
perish.' 4
were to becothe the dominant one,

world ?
What can you do about the health and nutrition of children in the
Vitamin
A
Did you know that for three cents UNICEF can provide three high dose
blindness
for
capsules, enough to protect onetoddler against nutritionally caused
(For less than the price of one candy tier, you could assure that a young
a year ?
for after five
child would have enough Vit !via A to preVent nutritional blindness,:
years of age the eyes are mo e fdlly developed.)
,

small amounts
There are many other simple nutritional needs that can be met by
girdenrake,:junior-size,
so
These
include:
1)
a
Of money donated to' UNICEF.
nutritnutrition
program
can
be
taught
to
grow
that a chili enrolled in a 'school
donated
,iuus vegetables ($.96 cost); 2) payMent for inland transport of enough
hungry
malnourished
children
ina
high-protein'supplementary.foed to feed:three
01.00
cost)";
3)
a
juniorIsize'spade,
for
drought-stricken country for" one month
cost); and 4) stocking ,of a pond with baby
use-fn a school.vegetablp mardenl$1.00
($5.00 cost).
fish for potential protein supply fora rural- village
.N
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Regardless of howyou respond to the worldwide nutrition'and hunger crisis,
infOrmation about it. Remember,
you need to kuow and to share with,athers certain
Aubstantial
progress
made in effecting better'nuc,n.the average there has been
It is -a fact that the
trition in all parts of the world. for the pest 20 years.

;'.,---%\
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domestic Ambrican demand fOr grain to-feed-livestcck has dropped almost 80:million
tons since late 1974. While this was happening, the United States food aid budget
Department-pf Agriculture
has beem_increased from $890 million to $1,600 million,
officials tote that Americans are cuttin4 backon their meat consumption more than
This
anticipated and that pork production is now lower than any time since 1945.
in itself is evidence of,what can'be done.
1)0_, the international level the,delegates at the World Food Conference in Rome
resolved. "to eli7Inete within a decade hunger and malnutrition" and called for a
variety of polic51 and programs to improve nutrition throughout the world. See
the enclosed summary of resolutions, Item 5. Discuss the recommendations with
your class.

The.problems of hunger and malnutrition are not simple nor are they so difficult
as to be hopeless. The important thing is to realize that you can inform yourself
and do something about the problem yourself -.fort-Jour own health and nurition
and that of young people all over this world.
.7%

Footnotes:

1

2.

3.

A disease resulting front deprivation of_protein and calories to a'similar
growth
degree, charactcrized by very low body-weight, muscle wasting
retardation.

A disease resulting primarily.from a protein deficiency relative to calorie
intake, characterized by edema, often accomapanied by poor'appetite, dark
patches on skip and lightened loose hair. Kwashiorkor may be superimposed
upon any degree of marasmus and is"commonly,Precipitated by infection.
"Priorities-in Child Nutrition in Developing Countries,'" E/ICEFA.1328
March 28, 1975, page 6.

,
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Environmental and 7-.o1o3ical Factors

"New signs of agricultural stress on the earth's ecosystem appear
almost daily, as the gro.iing demayd for'foOd,presses against our
ecosystem's limited capacities."

Humankind's efforts to,obtain more food to satisfy the demand of its rapidly 't
increasing numbers have had a profound effect upon the environment, just as the
environment has affected and limited its supply of food. Ashuman beings learned
to bring land into crop cultivation and to domesticate and herd animals for meat
and other food products, their numbers grew more rapidly.
In the past when more land was, needed, people simply migrated to adjacent
frontiers and "new worlds" as if they were spreading over an unlimited plain.
Concern for the deterioration of the environment and.ecology is relatively recent.
It was not until peopli. began to meet other frontiersmen coming around theoother
way in search of more land that the finite nature'of this planet became a wactical
reality in their minds. As`with many other resources, a real concern for the
quality dimension arose only when limitations on the quantity dimens,ion came into
focus.

E.F. Schumacher shares some very thoughtful, insights into the quantitative
dimensions of environmental economics in his book Small is Beautiful. He makes
a strong case for what he calls "economics as if people mattered." Referring to
the proper ecological and economical use of the land, Schdmacher writes:
.t1

"Among material resources, the greatest, unquestionably, is the land.
Study how a society uses its land, and you can come to pretty reliable
conclusions as to what its,future will be.

The land carries the topsoil, and the topsoil carries an immense
In 1955, Tom Dale and Vernon
variety of living beings including man-.
'Gill Carter, both highly experienced ecologists, published a book
called Topsoil and Civilization. I cannot do better, for the purposes
of this chapter, than quote some of their openiag paragraphs:
'Civilized man was nearly always able to become master of
his environment temporarily. His chief troubles came from
his.delusions thathis temporary mastership was permanent.
Ike thought of himself'as "master of the world," while
failing to understand fully the laws of nature.

Map, whether civilized or savage, is a.child of nature -He,must conform. his
he'is not the master of nature.
actions to certain satural laws if he is to maintain his
dominance over his'environment. ,When he, tries, to circum-.
vent the laws of nature, he usually destroys the natural
sustains him. ,And when his enviropent
y environment that
deteriorates rapidly, his civilization declines."

How often do those of us that live much of our lives on concrete, blapktop,
carpeting, tile and other surfaces fashioned by human beings really give thought
to our life dependency on that few inches of the some 4,000-mile deep earth below
us ?
At the rate our society is withdrtmtng thctprecious topsoil from use, we
may be headed for decline as well.
Did you know that the loas of arable land.
in the United' States, beyond that lost to erosion and the spread of deserts,.is
nearly a half-pillion acres annually ? This is.the estimated loss in the United
Stater -ach year to more roads, parking lots,"recreational facilities, shopping
cente
airports, housing developments and other non - agricultural - uses.. We do
this, often with little thought of the environmental and ecological impact of our
actions, but it is hoped that we can learn from other environmental disasters
before it is too late here.

The interdependent relationships of human and livestock populations and
delicate ecological balances have just recently been demonstrated on a massive
scale in the Sahel region of Africa. Here widespread hunger struck peoples who,
although living a marginal, existence, had been self-sufficient for hundreds of
years. Read Leon Davico's first-hand account of the environment in this region
in the article "Tragedy in the Sahel" in the enclosed issue of UNICEF News.
Among other causes the food requirements of larger numbers of people in this
region led to reliance on larger livestock populations with the following result
described by Lester Brown:
"Overgrazing and defbrestation have caused the desert to move
southward at an accelerated rate all along its 3,500-mile southern
fringe, from Senegal in the west to northern Ethiopia in the east.
A U.S. government study indicates that the desert is expanding at
up to 30 miles per year in the more devastated areas. As human
and livestock population retreat'before the encroaching desert, they
put even greater pressure on the receding fringe area. This in turn
contributes to more overgrazing and deforestation, setting in process
a self-reinforcing cycle." 3
Unfortunately, as Schumacher and Brawn point out, the pressures of human
and livestock populations upon environment for more food have the exact opposite
result - the food-producing capacity of the land decreases rather than increases,
and the environment becomes less suitable for human habitation. Recognizing the
importance of-proper land use and limits of carrying capacity on different kinds
of. land ald soils, the delegates at the World Food Conference passed a resolution
See the
calling for a soil and land capability assessment on a worldwide Scale.
enclosed summary of their resolution, Item 6. 'Then read that section; "Many
Factors Cause Famines" on pages 14-15 of the enclosed UNICEF News. How might,land
assessment, followed by recommended soil protection and conservation measures,
help to avoid famine such as that caused in part by deforestation and soil erosion
in Ethiopia ?
Water is a problem not only in the Sahel and Ethiopia, but increasingly in
On the'high windswept plateaus of Bolivia and Peru, known
as the Altiplano, is another hostile environment with little'water and thin air.
Read "Life on the Altiplano," particularly pages 19 and 20, in.which the special
all, parts of the world.
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ecological nature of this area has caused it to be bypassed by the,"Green Rev olution." What are,the special,environmental problems for which the Bolivian
government has asked UNICEF assistance In solving ? With Bolivia's nutritional
Latin A:merica, can you see how the
deficiencies already "among the grimmest"
-environmental problem of contaminated water becomes one of the principal "child
killers ?"
.Nosdiscussien of hunger and food produstion from an environmental point would
be complete without including the pros and cons of pesticides and other agricultural related chemicals and poisons. Read the resolution passed by the World
Food Conference summarized in Item 10 of the enclosed summary sheet..Wote'that
the heed for and use of pesticides is very import;:nt to the more develop ie and
developing countries alike. However, even the resolution dra0n up by tgi World
Food'Conference delegates, responding to a.critical world food crisis, expressed
concern for the residual effects of pesticides.
__

Agricultural pesticides and induatrail wastes are combining to add increasing
amounts of highly toxic mercury to the biosphere, or organic life-supporting
system in our environment. Mercury levels in many places in the world have teethed
beyond the tolerablelimits for human health and have,caused serious illness and
death through she intake of water, fish or other foods containing mercury.
Although fish is a very important food in countries such as Sweden and Japan,
their governments have recommended' restricting their consumption d.:astically to
avoid poisoning from chemicals.

Lester Brown in a chapter on "EcologicalUnderminings of Food *stems" en lain"
how pesticides, designed to `fight hunger by expanding the world's food supply,
can instead affect 'food at many levels as they move up through the food chain.

_

\

"Pesticides are by definition toNic to at leat some species of life.
If taken in sufficient dosage, many can be debilitating or lethal to
humana.as well. Indeed, the misuse of most major pesticides has
fatally poisoned humans at one time or another. What sets. DDT and
other chlorinated hydrocarbons apart from the more traditional
pesticides, consisting of compounds ofarsenic, lead, mercury, a'd
copper, is their persistence. The synthetic pesticides do not
break down or decompose_readily in nature; thus,Aas long as use
continues, the amount in the environment keeps mounting and circuDDT and many related.fatleting widely'in water and air currents.
soluble pesticides accumulate in aquatic organisms, and the levels
present multiply rapidly as one moves up the food'aiin."4

Because of the. growing use of chemical fertilizers for food production,
drinking water has. become polluted with nitrates in many places. In some_communities in the United States, children have died from high levels of nitrates in
their drinking water. Stare and federal officials are concerned, snd the need
for nitrogen fertilizers to produce more food is being measured against the
need to ensure safe drinking water.fl Inquire about nitrate water levles in your
area and your. state. What kinds of safeguards are being taken if.you live in a
high nitrate' groundwater area ?

dOi
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Water, in quantity and of quality, may in the long term be the key to expanding
food production, more than any other criticabenvironmental resource.' In the
irrigation was first used, no signiffirst 5,900 yearsuof the 6,000' years
icant amount of acreage was irrigated. !ill as ve have a relatively short period
of history in which to study the overall effects of irrigation on human beings
and the environment. The acreage under irrigation now has increased nearly five
fold since it hit the 100 million acre mark at the beginning of this.century with
rice, the staple of so much of the populous areas(of,the world, accounting for
more than half of all, irrigated crop land.

The positive effects of irrigation are well known, and its importance in the
"Green Revolution" and in adding greatly to crop yields in much of the hungry
world has been well documented.' We rust not understate the importance of irrigatio:
in combatting hunger. Nevertheless, from the environment viewpoint there are
some negative factors we must consider as well.
Some of the nggative factors in irrigation over a continued period of time
are water logging and salinity - the result of an accumulation of underground
water near the earth's surface, inhibiting the growth of plant roots and leaving
a concentration of mineral salts from the extra evaporation of water in the fertile
have been devised
topsoil. Although this continues to be a problem, some controlp.
of
acres
of
abandoned
land
and new methods of reclaiming hundreds of thousands
support
of
another
one
of
the
will be used on a global scale, if the actions in
See.ltem
7
in
the
carried
out.
resolutions of the,World Fobd Conference are
summary of resolutions.
.

Another negative factor is that of the health threat to hundreds of millions
of peLole from bilharziasis or schistosomiasis, a persistent disease that thrives
this snailwhere ct.ltinuous irrigation is used. You may be surprised to know that
and
the
spread
of
irrigation
systems
borne disease has spread most rapidly with
is now one of the world's;_ leading infectious diseases!
.0 As water scarcity bNcomes a greater factor -I., world food production, many
ideas and plans have arisen for increasing its s pply. Reversing the fld;s of
rivers to take them into areas where climate and fertile land offer potentially
desalinization
greater use and Using the water from the oceans thrOugh large scale
environmental
that
are
directly
related
to
our
projects are just two such ideas
in each of these plans ?
concerns. What do you think, are the major drawbacks
consumed
in
currently
known processes for deFind out how much energy must be
salinization of water. In the case of reversing river flows where such rivers
Find
?
flow through international boundaries, what problems can you forsee
of river
problems
caused
by
partial
diversion
recent examples of/international
(lou might start with these -- the Indus, the Jordan,
water for irrigftion use.
and the Colorado Rivers.)

As for the effects on the total ecological system, Soviet planners have
considered_blocking the northward' passage of four main rivers into,the Arctic
Ocean to bring that water to the southern part of the Soviet Union. When this
became known to other nations, international leaders concerned with global en'viroment quickly pointed out that this interruption of the warm flow of water into

..
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the Arctic could alter climate not only there but in large ateas which are linked
throUgh global climatic systems-in such a way thatjainfall upon which the world's
(For more on this see
food supplies depend now could be significantly affected.
'By Bread Alone, p.100.)

.

Food is basically an energy source fueling human and other animal energy out puts. Viewed from that perspective, the supply of energy fuels in our environ-

ment and their wise use should be a major concern in any program to expand the
supply of food energy for the hungry world. Energy for agricultural production,
besides that directly from thee sun, comes from either human and draft animal
muscle power (which consumes food for fuel) or machine power (which consumes
fossil fuels.) In times past in the developed world and currently in many parts
of the developing world, traditional farming relied odboth forms of,muscle_power
to produce food. In modern times, as we have noted, the total outut of agriCultural production has been multiplied many times by-machine power based on the
But what
many-fold increase in energy inputs derived from petroleum products.
has ben the cObt in terms of ecology and the environment?
If we do our accounting of food production based on energy consumed rather
than on dollers-spent, we may have some different perceptions of the efficiera
of traditional agriculture as compared tb modern agriculture. -Brawn writes:
"The books are not balancing for the more advanced agricultural
systems, which are running up an energy deficit. As the geographic
distance from producer to consumer lengthens, as the degree of pro7
cessing increases and as energy is substituted for labor and -land,
the deficit increases accordingly.
In some of the simplest agricultural syt.tems, the return on
For example, in the shifting
energy applications is very high.
cultivation (slash and burn) practiced in-many tropical regions,
the estimated return for every calorie of human labor invested in
The figure i, similar for wet rice
20 calories of food energy.
,ccultivation, where the principal input is human labor at planting
The intensive cultivation of corn and soyand harvesting. times.
beans, range-fed beef and grass-fed dairy cows also yields an
`energy surplus. Intensive egg production and feedlot beef, however, may easily consume three to fifteen times as much energy
as the products contain." 5

To make matters worse, the deficit in modern energ' -intensive food production
were consuming nine calhas constantly increased in this country and by 1970
..-oduced
on the farms.
,ories of energy for each'calorie contained in the food
distribute
our
But as if that were notenough,.the 'energy used to procc's and
Consider
Why;,.
ght
this
be
?
food is far greater thati that used to produce it.
the movement of population to the cities and the need for transport and refrigeration. How are food products packaged ? Find food items in your stores where
the energy used in processing and packaging may be several times the energy used
in its production., Have you and your family ever used a three thousand pound
automobile to transport a small bag of groceries or possibly a.,loaf of bread and
.
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a quart of milk ? Think of other ways energy is wasted in our food products
system. What kinds of food packaging are used which are either wasteful and/or
ecologically unsound ? Do such practices affect world hunger ? What can you as
a consumer do about this situation ?

Writing of the overall problem of an economic system that tends to disregard
environmental and human values, Schumacher says:
The farmer is considered simply as a producer who must cut his costs
and raise his efficiency by every possible device, even if he thereby
destroys -- for man-as-consumer -- the health of the soil and the
beauty of the landsCape, and even if the end effect is the depopulation
of the land,and the overcrowding of cities." u
But what if we could, finu a waY'to produce mare food economically and, by
environmentally sound practices; restore the health of the soil ? Read'the "Green
Revolution Lives." If agricultural researchers can develop the "super cereal" '
they are now working on, such a cereal could produce new high yields of grain
while at'the same time fixing nitrogen in the soiL and manufacturing much of its
own fertilizer, thus skirting the energy crisis in several ways.

Is this just a dream ? Possibly so, but the "Green Revolution" was only a
dream a few years ago. It did not solve all the problems ofhunger, nor did
Borlaug ptedict that it would.- But it did buy some time.
The problem now with
,11:s
is how much time we.have left for the environment and for the hungry population
of this planet. How.would we choose to use more time if such a,"super cereal"
were to be developed to solve today's hunger problem ?
Reid "New Sources of Food" (page 33-in the enclosed UNICEF News).
Find out
what crop has been found to yield more calories per acre for energy-giving than
any other natural food. If nutritionists and leaders can help people get at
;least minimal amounts of protein and needed vitamins and minerals, this high
energy food'can be used more effectively as an important filel for muscle power
to produce more nutritious foods in the hungry world.

FootnOtes:
1.

Brown, Lester R. with Erik P. Eckhold, By Broad Alone (New York: Praeger
Publishers), 1974, p.46

2.

Schumacher, E.F., Small is Beautiful. Economics as if People Mattered,
(New York:'Harper & Row PubliShers), 1973, p,96

3.

Brown, p.46

5.

Ibid., p.106

4.

Ibiel p.53

6.

Schumacher, p.99
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Cereal Grains and Legumes Against World Hunger

Materials teeded: Small plastic containers of corn, wheat, oats, barley, millet,
rice, rye, buckwheat, sorghum, soybeLns, peanuts, dried peas,
chick peas, alfalfa and clover. In most areas you can easily
get small handfuls free from any farmer or farmer's exchange or
local seed grain store. Urban teachers can call on their teacher
friends and colleagues from the Midwest and Mains states to send
them samples in clearly marked envelopes. Some health food
Or
stores carry packages of un-milled whole grains and legumes.
resort to buying them from seed companies in 1 lb. bags and split
the cost among a group of teachers in your district. Be sure to
get unhulled and unprocessed Grains. Seed companies where you
can get grains and legumes in small quantities are:
EREWHON
33 Fdnsworth Street.
Boston; Mass. 02210

AGWAY STORES
in many localities

or consult your yellow pages.

You will also need to locate as many books on food grains and
For
legumes as you can find in your school or public library.
10/
in
suggested titles send a #10 self-addressed envelope with
stamps to the Information Center on Children's Cultures and ask
for the Foods and Cookbooks list.
Put each Of the different grains and legumes in a small, clear plastic container.
Put a code number or letter oneach con(Empty, plastic pill bottles are ideal).
tainer and make a master list for yourself, identifying the grain or legume in that
container. For example:
Your master list reads
Bottle or container reads
Rice
#1
#1
#2 = Wheat
#2,
#3 = Barley
`
/7=3
etc.

Be sure to do this carefully, one at a time?, because the grin arc -very di_Efintiit
for a new-comer to tell apart.

Now, assemble a list of questions by reading up on world food problems, and on the
different parts of
ways in which these grains and legumes meet our food needs in
the world.
(over)

Examples of the type of questions you can ask are:
1.
2.

3.
44
5.
6.
7.

8.

Which of the things in thcs3
_c are cereal grains and which are
legumes?
What are the differences between grains and legumes?
Which grain 'or legume is eaten by more of the world's people than any
other?
Which grain or legume provides the highest amount of protein? Which the
lowest?
Which grain or legume is used extensively not only as aid animaldand human
food source, but also in countless industrial products?
Name the 3 top producing countries for each of the grains and legumes.
What percentage of
(grain or legume) is consumed by animals and
what percentage is consumed by humane in our country? World wide?
How manypounds of what types of grains and legumes does it take to make
one pound of beef (approximately)'s
Of chicken? Of' lamb? Of pork?

Etc.

After you have assembled the types of questions you would like your students to con-,
sider, decide whether you will assign them as'group or individual research, or
simply answer them directly,in your class.
Open the first session by playing a guessing game with the containers of grains and
legumes. Line them up and have students separate them into cereals and legumes.
Call out the name of a cereal or legume and askfor a volunteer to come tip and pick
out the appropriate container. Or make a sheet with the names of all 15 grains and
legumes and then pass around the containers; the-students must then put the correct
number next to the name of the grain or legume. For urban children this will be
very difficult so you may wish to stress such things as how far we are removed from
the original natural products contained in our foods, and how little we know about.
them.
Urban teachers may wish to show that they too find it hard to identify the
different grains and legumes by taking the test along with the students.
At the end of your session, after you and your students have'learned as
much as possible about these important grains and legumes, you may wish
to grind up some of the grains or legumes (or cook some whole where
appropriate) and 'hen discuSs the factor of taste and how it influences
food buying and eating habits of the public.
Two excellent. cookbooks are:

COOKING WITH WHOLEGRAINS by Mildred E. Orton.
WHOLE GRAIN COOKERY by Stella Standard.

,8/20/74.2500

Farrar Straus, 1971

Paperback Library, 1972.

UniteaStates Committeefor UNICEF
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A future for every child.

Global Interdependence and World Food Supply
Simulation/Role Playing Exercise

Objectives:

To involve children in a role playing 'exercise which can help to
develop empathy for people in the poorer nations as they face the problem of
getting enough food to survive.

To demonstrate the interdependent effects of food consumption patterns by setting up a simple simulation reflecting real. world Ilternatlives Of
cereal grain allocations.
Materials:

classroom world'globe
.

30 small plastic bags or baggies
in class)

enouir for one for each child

"2.

'approximately two pounds of corn cere41, for example corn flakes
and/or corn chex (enough for about one ounce of corn per bag)
3 portions of a dried beef product of approximately 3/16 ounces
each, fora total of 9/16 ounces (preferably beef je'rky)

Optional itdms - small packages of sliced dried ham and poultry
Alternate items - 1 ounce boxes of corn flakes which usually come
eight to a package may be used instead of plastic bags
Suggested Levels:
Recommended for grades 4-8. For use with younger or older children
teacher should adjust vocabulary and procedures accordingly.

Suggested Procedures:

Call attention to the globe and locate Asia, Africa and Latin America. Note
that most of the poorer countries often called developing countries are located
on these continents, many near the equator. Show how much of the globe is taken
up by oceans and seas, and then note that only slightly more than 10 percent of
the dry land surface is suitable for cultivation of crops.
Discuss the following before introducing the exercise.
People in the
developing countries depend heavily on cultivated crops such as corn, wheat, and
rice for food to survive. Food in many parts, of the world is becoming scarce
partly due to floods, droughts, bther natural disasters or Wars that have disrupted planting and harvesting.
Also, more people are staying alive longer,
resulting in more people to be fed. Since the recent price increases in

Administrative Offices: 331 East 38th Street,New York, N.Y 10016. (212) 686-5522

petroleum products it has'been difficult fol7 farmers in poorer.countries to afford
fuel for tractors and'irrigation pOmps and fertilizer to help. grow enough food for
their increasing population.
People on OA 1.)rts of'this globe are beginning to
feel. the effects of such shortages. Oh the avern3e people in most of the develoi...
ing nations Olt or consume about one pound of griin 'per day, while we in the United
States and Canada consume on the average over five pounds of grain per day. (With
younger children,particularly at this point, keep the discussion as simple as
possible and hold further discussion until debriefing.)

Explain to the class that they are going to play a simple simulation with
role playing (use the term "let's pretend" exercise for younger children) and
that they'are to assume the role of people at the jowest poverty level, well below
average for the developing countries:
In fact on this particulaegay they have
only a very small portion of grain for one meal.
Pass out the small bags of
cereal one to a child, ask them to look carefully at their portion, and ask them
to think how they might feel if that were all the food they had for the day. Tell
the class that the amount of grain in each plastic bag represents more food than
many millions of children in the world may have to eat today.

.

There will usually be a varie67"of remarks such as "That's not much
"You wouldn't be very healthy If that's all you ate," and "Howcan anyone
that?" Explain that the answer to the last question'is, "They can't live
for lOng and millions of them are actuallystarving." Refer to the globe
and find the "Hunger Belt "- - South Central Asia, the Sahel in Africa, and
America, northeastern Brazil and the Bolivian Highlands.

food,"
live on
on it
again
in South

At an appropriate time during such a discussion, if it has not already
emerged, suggest that it isn't a very tasty or interesting meal either without
something else to go with like milk, sugar, spices, other vegetables or some kind
of meat.
Ask how many would like some beef? Give the three sticks of beef jerky
'(or suitable dried beef product) to the first three who speak up or raise their
hands in response. Encourage them to start eating the beef and to tell the rest
how good it is.
Request the others not to eat the grain they have yet.
t
At this point some child will usually say, "That's not fair,C'as all we get
is grain and,they get meat, too!"
If it does not occur spontaneously initiate
the idea. Once the injustice of the situation is felt you have reached the
teachable moment where the feeling-and invested active interest of the learner
is at its height.
Then the point of the exercise can be made. The teacher should
It may'seem
"That's not quite the way it is.
say something to this effect.
unfair that some get so little grain to eat and even more unfair that others get
meat and you do not, but you were mistaken when you said 'all we get is grain,'
because at this moment we must take your grain away from you. Everyone hand in
your bag of grain."

Depending upon the classroom climate and the seriousness with which the children are simulating a very poor society in a developing nation, some may, play their
role further by resisting or starting a revolt. Whatever the nature of the
responses, it is at this time that the "debriefing" or discussion of the implications of this exercise in the real world should be started.
Start at the simplest of levels for the younger child. When asked, why did
you take the grain away", move toward developing an interdependent concept, by
If tl-i2e child
asking the question, "Where did the stick of beef jerky come from?"

es,
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responds, ",from the store," ask the necesc:c.:y questions step by step to help the
child see the chain of interrelated events 'back to the beef animal 'eating the corn
to be fattened for market.
If the children
a distinction between grass-fed
range beef and corn-fed beef, congratdlate them on their awarener,s and dIsCuss the
efficient conversion of grass and forage types of cellulcse to beef'protein as
compared to the very inefficient conversion of grain to beef protein.
However,
most beef on'the meat counters today has,been fattened by grain in a feedlot before
shipped to market.

During the debriefing the teacher may use some.of the following data to
explain the quantitative relationships in this exercise:
1)

The basis for figuring the corn cereal measured weights to the beef
jerky is one 3/16 ounce piece of beef jerky of approxtmately 15 percent
moisture equals 15/16 ounces of fresh lean'beef of approximately 75,
percent . moisture.
eef, ode need
If we use a ratio -of 11 to ,1 graln
about 10 ounces of grain for each stick of beef jerk,,, Thus,, 30 one
ounce bags for three sticks of jerky which will.serve to demonstrate
this lesson to a class Of approximately 30.children.-

2)

It takes 10 to 12 pounds of grin to produce one pound of lean beef,
and it takes over 20 pounds of Itrotein fed to beef cattle to produce
one pound of protein for human consumption.

3)

It takes a little over 6 pounds of graii to produceone,pound of pork
and a little over 8 pounds of protein fed to hogs- to produce ene po4nd
of protein for human consumption.

4)

It takes around 3 pounds of grain to produce,one pound of poultry (les§'
for chicken, more for turkey) and about 5k pounds of protein fed to
poultry to produce one pound of protein for human consumption.

5)

Beef consumption per capita in the U.S.' nearly doubled in,about 20
years (from 'less than 60 pounds in the early 1950's to-nearly 120
pounds in the early 1970's).'q4

.

7'

'4

The recommended daily amount of protein is about 50 grams per day. In
the U.S. our average intake is over ,96 grams per day just double the
48 grams per day for the average person in India.
7)

Protein in excess of that our body can use is converted to carbohydrate,
And used as, energy, a rather expensive and wasteful energy source., or
exdreted by the...body as waste.

Optional procedures may be included:for older children using sliced dried
hard (pork) and chicken or turkey to showthat substituting ham instead of beet
only' one half the grain would have to be taken from the Class during the simulation
exercise and with an equal portion of poultry substituted for the beef, only from
one- fourth to bnt-third of the grain would have to be taken. As another optional
activity some children may.care to keep a weekly record of the amount of cereal
and cereal products.and the amount of beef, pork and'pouAry they eat. The class
could thenhave another discussion session on the implicatiOns'for interdependent
(The teacher should note that pork and podltry
effects on world food supplies.
'products are usuallynet as handy for classroom use as they are more often packed
in larger quantities with greater moisture content, and need refrigeration.)
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One note of caution: You e'r 'children tend to look for simplistic conclusions
sometimes failing to see the interrelationships involved.
Be certain it is made
clear in the debriefing discussion that ue are not suggesting that it is wrong to
eat beef.
Beef Is a good source of complete protein and any decision towstop eating
beef altogether or to become a vegetarian is a perodnardecision to be made only
after ,carefully studying nutritional alternatives. The cettral poineof this
exercise Is to demonstrate how the total world food supply is directly effected by
the consumption patterns of people in each country.
If we allocate excessively
large amounts of grain to feed animals, the supply4of grain on the world food°'
market" is diminished accordingly. In an interdependent world, "Live and let live"
Is no longer a valid phrase as how we live may determine.kanother huMan being
will live or die.
Some children may begin-to question the seeming simplicity of the lesson.
The following question should be raised by the teacher, if not brought up by the
class. How do we know that the grain released by eating less grain-fed beef will
go to"feed hungry people? This is a good question. we cannot know for certain
that it will immediately help feed hungry people, but we do know that the pressure
of market demand will be lessened and developing nations will be better'able to
compete for such grain on world markets. More importantly by eating les "s beef'and
substituting more efficiently produced protein foods we can save money and send
part of that money to a humanitarian agency such as the United Nations Children's
Fund. UNICEF has emergency food programs, short term supplementary feeding programs and applied 'nutrition programs which help,in rural and village areas'to
improVe,the long term health and,nutrition of children through various self-help
projects.
(For more information en such UNICEF-assisted programs in developing
nations write: InforMation-Office, U.S. Committee for UNICEF at the address
listed.on the the bottom of the first page.)

Addirional'Resources
BY BREAD ALONE, Lester R. Brown with Erik P. Eckholm (New York/Washington: Praeger,
1974)
$3.95 softcover.

DIET FORA SM

PLAN 4, Frances Moore Lappe (New York:
$1.50 softcov

Ballantine Books, 1969)

EARTH: OUR CROWDED SPACESHIP, Isaac Asimov, (New York:
John Day Company, Inc.,:
1974)
$2:50 paperback edition available from U.S Committee for. UNICEF

TEACHING ABOUT INTERDEPENDENCE IN A PEACEFUL WORLD. Teacher's Kit #5418 $1.50
Available from U.S. Committee for UNICEF. -tDesigned primarily for elementary schools)
\
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TEACHING' ABOUT WORLD HUGER. Teacher's Kit #5410
$1.50.
Available from U.S.
Committee for UNICEF.
(Designed primarily for secondary schools, but also
useful for teacher background and some upper elementary classroom use)
.
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Disputed through courtesy of U.S. Committee for UNICEF, School Services.
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' THE GPE2N BEnTUTION LIM; "
By Alan Anderson'iTo.

0

One morning in late Februagl; Dr. Norman E. Borlaug, the Iowa farmer and
Plant pathologist who won the 1970 Nobel Peace Prize, arose at6 in the
Cost de'Qro Motel in Ciudad Obregem, in northwestern Medico, pulled on his
khaiti trousers andwork boots and walked to the motel coffee shop. There he
swapped gossip with the local farmers who, gather there each morning, and
downedhis,customary breakfast of huevos rancheros. Finished, he put on his
baseball cap (Borlaug introduced Little League baseball to Mexico,, and proudly
sports the cap of the Mexico City Aztecas, the last all-star teamhe coached),
and walked, to his Chevrolet in the Shortened splayrfooted gait he has acquired
0
from a lifetime of navigating the U-shaped furrows of plowed fields.
.

,

Borlaug's dedication to agriculture has always been intense to the point'
of fanaticism; his involvementwith baseball was urged upon him years ago by
a colleague who perceived that Borlaug was suffering froth. overwork and
exhaustion.Almost single-handed, Borlaug has been responsible' for' quadrupling
he production of wheat in Mexico since 1950, and for more than doubling wheat
output in both India and Pakistan between 1968 and 1972, and for working out
ques of breedingliertilization and irrigation that have since been ap-:
tee
plie to rice and other crops in a broad but now controversial movement known
as the Greer: Revolution.

The Green Revolution refers to thfort that began about a decade ago to
stimulate agriculture in developing nations through the use of high-yielding
The varieties usually have short,
'varieties of grains , especially wheat and rice.
stiff stalks, respond quickly to fertilizer and resist common plant diseases.
Their proper cultivation usually requires insecticides, pesticides and irrigation,
The earliest successes
in addition to fertilizer and good farming practices.
of the grains came in Mexico, a nation,that moved from large-scale' wheat
The
importing to self-sufficiency to modest exporting in less than 15 years.
most dramatic leap forward came in India and Pakistan, where the Green Revolution
produced its first headlines: Before the adVent of Gr :en Revolution wheat in
India, most armers would expect to harvest, about one metric ton of wheat and
'1.5 tons of rice per year per hectare. With the new,grains, fertilizer and
good farm management; the same farmer sawhis harvest soar to five tons of wheat
and seven tons oof rite per hectare. Lesser:, but increasing gains in wheat yields
were under way in Iran, Turkey, Jordan, Syria, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, mainland
China and dozens of other developing countries. New rice-varieties were pushing
uArields in the Philippines, Thailand, Bangladesh,India and elsewhere in Asia.
The
by a Succession of blows.
In 1972; however, the movement was stagger
Ukranian wheat crop failed, and crafty Russian's-traders subsequently pulled off
the biggest Chidago grain purchase in history, leading to the sudden disappearance of grain reserves in North America. A worldwide fertilizer shortage
developed, as consumption began to outpaceproduction, and the situation was
aggravated by the Arab oil eMbargo (nitrogen fertilizer is made from petroleum
products). Worldwide inflation did not help, nor did an epidemic of bad
weatler that continued through 1973 and 1974. In a period of two 'years, wheat

prices rose 250er cent, rice prices 300 per cent and fertilizer prices as_much
as 700'Per cent. It became painfully clear during those yearn. too, that wha.,ever the successes of the Green Revolution, they were net enough to prevent

c-

- 2 starvation in areas of drought or c.;-in

_"1 Lion explos.ion., and predictions

of dire food shortages grew common.
"Some"It's so damned hard to comprehend," Borlaug said over his breakfast.
lbsing battle all the way along the line,
times I feel that we're running
because the emptier the stomachs get, the more political the questions get. But
let's go out, Co the.stationand'perhaps I can explain some of it."

ft/le're in this shape now becauseof bad planning, not lack of food," he
"The grain surpluses we had in the sixties
would, have made it possfble to export food cheaply during this crises, but we'
couldn't decide who should finance our grain:surplus, so we got rid of, it.
People prevented subsidies because they would have gone to.c. minority group -'
farmers. Seen in hindsight, it might just have been worth it....
said in a tdIne of 'frustration.

"Now government6 are regulating the price of grain, bUt not of feztilzers,
and the poor countries can t afford it. At the World Food Conference in Rome,
they never even got down to dealing with fertilzer prices.
They should have
locked all the delegates up without food for 10 days.' Then they would have
made some hard decisions about food."
IP

Borlaug turned into the driveway of the 500-acre research station known as
The station is owned by
CIANO, or the Northwest Agricultural Research Center.
the Mexican4Government, and cooperates with CIMMYT (pronounced SIM-it), the
Centro Internacional de Mejoramiento de Maiz y Trigo, or the International
Headquartered in/El Batan, 30 miles from
Maize and Wheat Improvement Center.
the United Nations Development
Mexico City, CIMMXT is financed by
Program, the International Bank for reconstruction and Development, the Ford
and Rockefeller Foundations and other group's. Both CIMMYT and CIANO grew out
of the work of Borlaug and his colleagues,/and have formed the model for a net-,
work of eight international centers, including the International Rice Research
Institute in the Philippines and others ink South America, Africa and Asia.

'

"He is some guy, that Borlaug," sayS an admiring Mexican colleague at',
"He isn't part of the U.S., and he isn't part of Mexico - he is part of
CIMMYT.
He stands up on a mountaintop and looks and Says "Let's take
the whole world.
something from here and put it there./1'

Cereals, or grains, as they are/commonly called, are the fruits of. cultivated
grasses - enlarged and pampered versions of what a suburbanite would see if his
rains are the single most important component
lawn were allowed to go to seed.
IPof the world's food supply, and t e most widely grown types in the world are
wheat, rice, maize, barley, millet, oats and rye.
'
.;

Wheat is by far the most imPortant of the world's grains. It is nourishing,
-adaptable, and easy to grow. Its taste is mild, and it can be stored for many
years or shipped easily around the world. The protein of wheat, gluten, his pa
elastic quality unique among grains, Because of this elasticity, wheat dough
is able to hold the tiny gas bubbles emitted by yeast during fermentation, so
10that light, fluffy bread can'be produced from wheat flour.

- 3 17rigation ditch c.,'d wv22sed into
Borlaug stopped the car. We hopped over
One
the wheabfield where.two rmen wearing straw hats sat at an alminum table.
man riffled through a pile of notebooks and talked rapidly into a walkietalkie.
"This is the crossing table," Borlaug explained, 'where we do our match-making.
These notebooks have records of every mating we've.done between two wheat plants.
gestured at a'figure several hundred
This fellowis talking to'that fellow
yards away) who is lookink for's. 'good 'bull,' and to that other fellow (another
flture stooped over a wheat plot in the opposite direction) who is finding a
We make about 10,000 of'these crosses each year just
'cow' to.mate with
in the bread wheats = and they all have to, be done by' hand."

Whea

like nearly all grains except corn, is by nature:a self-pollinating

plant: Efery head of wheat bears 60 or more flowers, each complete with both
male and female parts, and without interference,.each plant bears, offspring that
are faithful copies of the parent.i Interference, however, is the name of the

breeding game, a wearying and muscle cramping operation central to the entire
CIMMYT' program.

4

Seated motionless on a three - legged, stool, the breeder must

carefully remove the pollen-producing anther from each flower of each plant that
is to be a female. This "emasculation" prevents self-fertilization, creating a
"cow" which must be carefully covered with a paper envelope to prevent accidental
pollination by another plant. For each cow, a'bull is selected on the basis of
some desirable trait, such as disease resistance, straw strength, or good milling
and baking qualities. When both bull and cow are ripe, the head is severed from
the bull, brought to the.cowi and twirled quickly inside the'protecting envelope.
This scatters pollen over the's60 or more ovaries.
We came to a dense stand-or-large,headed. wheat, And Borlaug pointed a blunt
finger.
"Here's the star of our show - number 8156 itself: This variety is
It's a
being used by so many countries that it has over 30 different names.

very high-yielding variety -,as much as seven tons of grain or more per hectare.
This is
We are trying to cross its genes for high yield into other varieties.
It's
That's
the
heck
of
it.
tricky to do without losing other desirable genes.
You find one you like, and as
a little like collecting a cageful of butterflies.
you put it into the Cage, some of the others fly °kat."

Through the late nineteen-forties and early fifties, Borlaug spent all his
Improvements came quickly, but the tradition-bound farmers
time crossing wheats.
.were skeptical, and refused to try the new seeds. When he was able to point to
rich&?.tonstartion fields, however, and talk to the farmers in terms of pesos and
By the mid-fifties, the new wheats were catching
'centavos, they began to listen.
on, and by 1956 Mexico was self-sufficient in wheat, as she has been ever since.
Even greater yield increases came.with the introduction of dwarf wheats, developed
in the state .of Washington in the nineteenfifties by Dr. Orville Vogel - short,
stiff-stalked plants that could be fertilized heavily without lodging. By 1962,
Mexico'was releasing its own tropical dwarfs, and yields leaped from four and a
Demand, for
half tons per hectare-to six, seven and'even eight tons per hectare.
the dwarf seed was so brisk that black markets 'flourished for years; the same
thing happened later in India and Pakistan.

4
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One of the secrets of CIMMYT's success is its network of international
nurseries in nearly 100 cooperating courarles.
-,:as most imporifi,A information
we can get about a variety is how well it grows on the other side of the world",
I was later told by Dr. laximino Alcala, director of the nurseries program.'
"SoMe of the places our seeds are grown are Alaska, South Africa, Bangladesh,
Nigeria, Kenya, Norway and NewZealand. They grow in altitudes of 100Ofeet
in Ecuador, below sea level in the Netherlands, in the desert in Libya and southern
Egypt and near the Arctic Circle in Scandinavia.
Each of the nurseries sends us
a report on how well each variety yields and how well it resists diseases. If a
variety does well in all, of those places, we are pretty confident it is adaptable
enough for worldwide use."
Despite the Obvious achievements of the Green Revolution, Borlaug and his
colleagues are well aware of the bad press that has been stirred up by the setbacks of the last few years. That evening, back at the motel, I asked him about
an article in Fortune, which charged that "the price that has been paid for the
high productivity may be a lack of adaptibility." He grunted, and took a sip
of a margarita.
"You'll see a'lot of nonsense that we are becoming susceptible
to disease because we are just growing a few varieties. But those few varieties
.are the result of, so many crosses made within our program and in affiliated
countries that theie is tremendous built-in resistance.
More genetic variability
is being put into grains now than ever before in the history of the world."
Well, I went on, what about the charge that the Green Revolution grains are
"addicted" to large diets of fertilizer, without which they are even less productive than native varieties ? Again; his answer was blutt. "People are always
asking us to develop a kind of grain that doesn't need 'fertilizer. All right, I
say, I'll have that grain for you in six months or a year after you develop a
man or woman who doesn't need to eat.
Once you've established the principle, I
can apply it to grains.1°

,

Dr. Keith Finlay, deputy director of CIMMYT,shook his'head when I mentioned
fertilizer addiction to him later in El Batan. "Ingeneral, the new varieties
are more productive over the full range, from no fertilizer or water to the ideal
conditions we have at CIMMYT. The reason is-tha a dwarf plant is more, efficient:
it puts more if its energy and total plant matter'.into grain than a taller plant
does.
Many countries can and do grow these new vaieties without fertilizer, and
they still get yields as good astor better than thei'r, native varieties: But
there's no way you can increase production much without fertilizer and good farming
practices, such as weed control, proper depth of planting and soil preparation."
A recently released U.S. Government report, "The World Food Situation and
Prospects to 1985" (Economic Research Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture),
argues that the full effects of the Green Revolution cannot yet be judged:
The
impact of the new wheat and rice grains has yet to be felt in most parts of the
world.
The Green Revolution has been highly concentrated in Asia, and within
Asia, Iridia and Pakistan have planted 81 per cent of the new wheats sown so far,
,while India, the Philippines, Indonesia and Bangladesh together have planted 83
per cent of the new rites. "The Green Revolution has not been a solution to the
food-deficit problem in the tropics,". according-to the report, "nor has it failed
because shortages have re-er:rged.
Only a few years have elapsed since the HYV's

4,5

-5(high-yielding varieties) were first diFser:jrated in Asia, and just as it took
sited States and IITT wheat in
from one to tw decades for hybrid cul.P
Mexico to achieve full adoption and high sustained yields, it will take time in
Asia.

At the same time CIMMYT scientists are pressing for full adoption of the new
'grains in Asia and elsewhere, they are plunging ahead-vith new projects in the
confidence that the Green Revolution can and must continue. The most promising
"crossing" scheme at.othe moment is not genetic at all but mechanical: The idea
is to stir together seeds from 750 varieties of 8156 that look, taste and'feel
Because
the same but that contain slightly different genes for rust resistance.
a single race of rust can attack only a single variety of wheat, a field of s
a mixture would possess a tough defense against diseases. An individual, ce of
rust wuild be confronted by such complex host diversity that rapid spread would
be impopcfble.
The next dF-y, Borlaug showed me the most exciting triumph of the CIMMYT
°reeding program: triticale, the world's first man-made cereal. Triticale (triti-KAY-lee), a cross between wheat (Triticum) and rye (Secale), combines the'
to
high yield of wheat with the extreme hardiness and disease resistance of rye.
the beginning, the chief obstacle was lack of fertility: By natural laws,-crosses
between different species are usually sterile, like a mule. But by genetic
accident (''natural, promiscuous, unplanned, probably in the dark of the night at
CIANO," guessed Borlaug), a triticale "mule" managed to cross with a dwarf of
wheat.
Triticale goes into semi-commercial production this year in the central
highlands of Mexico.
In Texas and California, there are already more than a
dozen triticale products on the market including Tritiflakes, Triticakes and Tritipizzia.
d

Triticale, novelty though it is, may prove to be genetic child's play compared
with some cf the "wide'crosses" being attempted today n both sexual and asexual
crossing cf such distant relatives as oats, barley, wheat, wild grasses and even
legumes such as soybeans, common beans and peanuts. Such crossing will not occur
without elaborate technological trickery. Botanists have recently learned how
to grog entire plants from single cells in a test tube; they can also create
new species from the nuclear material of body cells as well as sex cells, a'
process that makes pOssible the crossing,15f plants too genetically different
mate in,conventional fashion.
The most exciting goal at the moment is a long-dreamed-of "super cereal"
combining the high yielding ability of a cereal with the legume.- Soybeans and
other legumes grow in symbosis with colonies of bacteria that possess the priceless ability to "fix" nitrogen, or convert it from the free gaseous 4tate into
solid nitrogen compounds that can be used by plants to build proteins and other
essential chemicals. A cereal that could fix its own nitrogen would manufaCture
Much of its own fertilizer, skirt the energy crisis and save farmers hundreds or
thousands of dollars a year.
Last summer's sad scenes of starvation in parts of Pfrica, coupled. with
current food shortages and price inflation, have propagated a wave of pessimism
perhaps unequaled since Thomas Malthus write his influential essay in 1798.

-6
is t.'.me for a new system of "lifeboat
California biologist Garrett Hardin s7..js
ethics." The Environmental Fund, a Washington -based group, declares that "we have

reached, or nearly reached, the limitof the world's ability to'feed even our
present numbers adequately." -Imtheir book "By Bread Alone", Lester R. Brown and
Erik P. Eckholm predict "...a period of ix re or less chronic scarcity and higher
(food) prices." Some critics of the Green Revolution say that its-very goal is
inappropriate: Greater food production will increase the number of people who
must eventually starve.
Borlaug, who ,spent nine and a half months last year traveling and lecturing
"It's not just
outside Mexico, is also worried by what he has seen and heai.d.
physically I'm beat to a pulp," he admitted that evening back at his motel lobby.
"It's all the political demagoguery that's' doing me in. I've dealt with demagogues
,in Socialist countries and Communist countries and capitalist countries and after
all the dust has settled they all have the same problem - they all have'to eat.
There-is no free flow of information among nations - the.RuSsians didn't tell is
_about their grain failure in 197211until it was too late. The only warto absorb
those shortfalls isto know about them in advance. Then we have to have an international granary to supply,, emergency grain, but coantries can't agree on how to
set one up. The U.N. is the only body we've got to organize this, but it's so
damned ineffective. .You'd think they'd shape .up a little and develop a sense of
urgency.
.

"What we need more than anything," said Borlaugr banging his fist on the table,
"is the-mill and copmitment of governments to support dedicated agricultural
scientists as leaders. And thete leaders have got to go out into the field with
the farmers. If we can't get the,Greerr Revolution to the little guy, *there is no
revolution."
These days, he went on, population is at least as much On,his mind as food.
"I've calculated that in 1971, the year of the record harvests, the world produced
enough grain to lay a highway all the way around the equator, 551 feet wide and 6
Each year another 78 million people are born, and to feed them we have
feet deep.
to grow enough grain to extend that highway 625 miles. Unless we want those 78
million people to'starve, we have to grow that extra grain."
"I guess I shouldn't be too
Borlaug stood up to go--off to bed, then paased.
depressed about all this. I lectured in 1967 across Canada on fertility and the
I was a little ahead of my
food problem, and touched a lot of sensitive nerves.
time. But Glenn Anderson, the associate director of the wheat staff, went back
last year on the same tour with the same message and found very receptive
I've been finding the same thing. It's not considered
audiences everywhere.
poor taste any more to mention food and population in the same breath." He smiled
and stretched out his hand. "Well, let's call it a night. There's a lot to do
tomorrow."
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Pers?ective

Hunger: A Histor4
137 D. Gai
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Famine is the most horrible of the manifestations of food insufficiency.
is sad if there is one famine death in a year anywhere in the world and it is
But it would be incorrect
sadder still when thousands of such deaths occur.
to deduce from the pictorial evidence of famine that we now see, that the
Quite the conLrary. Both
world is more prone to 'famine than in the past.
the percentage of the population afflicted by famine and the absolute numbers
involved during the past quarter century have been small compared with what
has prevailed during the period of history for which we have reasonably reliable
estimates of the number of famine deaths.

There, appears to have been a rather steady reduction in the incidence of
famine since the last quarter of the 19th century, when perhaps 20 to 25 million
died from famine. Adjusting for population increase, comparable figure for the
third, quarter of this century would be at least 50 million and for the quarter
century we are entering, at least 75 million. For the entire 20th century to
the present, famine deaths have probably been about 12 to 15 million and some
were the result of mistaken governmentalpolicy or of war. Those who believe
that the food situation for the poorer people of the world has deteriorated
during the past quarter century hay_ no satisfactory explanation for a development unprecedented in recorded human history, namely the dramatic increase in
life expectancy in the developing countries. During the 1950s there were many
developing countries in which life expectancy increased at, the rate of one year
per year - something never achieved in Western Europe or North America.

I do not say that improved per capita food'supplies were primarily responsible
for such a dramatic development; other factors such as DDT (the control of
malaria) and improvements in sanitation (sewage and water supplies) were, far
more important. But the increase in life expectancy almost certainly could not
have occurred it there had been a deterioration in the quantity and quality of
food. The largeat percentage-declines in death rates occurred among the young,
who normally suffer first and most with a reduction in food availabilty.
Those of us who decry the high rates of population growth in the developing
countries should not forget that the increases in population-growth rates have
been due entirely to reductions in death rates and not at all to an increase in
birthrates. There has been an enormous reduction in human suffering that has
gone largely unrecognized - pain and grief of parents numbering in the hundreds
of millions has been avoided by the reduction in infant and child mortality,
True, there have been costs imposed by the rapid growth of population, but the
benefits should not be ignored.
Life expectancy in'the developing world increased from 35 - 40 years in 1905
When was a level of life expectancy of 52 years achieved
in Italy? The approximate years
in France?
in the United States? in England?
were 1910 for the United States, 1905 for England, 1915 for France and 1925 for
In the Soviet Union life expectancy probably reached 52 years in the
Italy.
to 52 years. in 1973.

1930s.
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There has been substantial growth in food production in all areas of the
world over the past two decades. In fact, the growth of food production has
perhaps been greater than at any time in the past. Unfortunately, in terms of
achieving a significant improvement in the nutrition of the poorer half of the
world's people, the rateof population growth has been the most rapid since
reasonably-reliable population data were available.
A German food-economist, Adolph Weber, has compared per capita' calories of
the developing countries as of 1971 with the French per capita consumption of
1780.
In 1780 France wasone of the leading world powers - economically,
socially, culturally, militarily. All of the developing countries of the world
had by 1971 surpassed the French per capita caloric-consumption of 1780. It
was not that the average for the world had reached the 1/80 French level, but
that the lowest average for any country exceeded that level.

Foreigners who visit the developing countries often report the very low
yields of grain that are realized.
But even here there has been significant
progress and the lag of the eleveloping countries behind North America or Western
Europe is not so great as often believed. If the world is divided into two
groups - the developing countries and the industrial countries - grain yields
were almost identical in 1935 - 39 at about 1.15 metric tons per hectare.
In
the late 1960s the average yield in the industrial countries was 2.14 tons or
about double the yLeld 35 years earlier. In the developing countries, yields
had incread to 1.41 tons per hectare by 1969 - 70, which above the average
yield in the industrial countries as recently as 1952 - 56.
Throughout most of the recorded history of mankind, most of the world's
population has been but one poor crop Away tromAisaster and suffering.
The
new world now has the capacity in terms of intellectual and natural resources
to prevent large-scale suffering and to improve the per capita food supply of
the World's poorer people..

(Dr. D. 'Gale Johnson, "Hunger: A Historical Perspective ", The interdependent,
April 1975, Vol. 2, Number 4; page 1)

SUMMARY OF WORLD FOOD CONFERENCE RESOLUTIONS

Objectives and Strate?ies of Food Production. This resolution
resolves that all governments sho.ild accept the removal of the scourge
It calls upon the developing countries to
of'hunger and malnutrition.
give high priority to formulating plans, both short and long-term, for
food production through agricultural and fisheries development; to
and to develop
promote changes in rural socioeconomic structures;
adequate supporting services.- Governmentd are called upon to increase
their development assistance, facilitate greater access to inputs by
developing countries, support the U.N. Special Program an& the Agricultural Development Fund, and reduce the waste of food and agricultural
resources.
1.

lo

Priorities for Agricultural and Rural Development. This resolution
calls fOr appropriate agraian reforms and institutional improvements
aimed at generating employment, income, and integrated.development in
eliminating tny exploitative patterns of land tenure,
rural areas;
improving credit, marketing and input distriblending; and marketing;
ution systems; and promoting cooperative Organizations for farmers and
rural workers.

2.

Fertilizers. This resolution Asks developed countries and various
international agencies to help meet developing countries' fertilizer
needs by providing material and financial support for the International
Fertilizer Supply Scheme; extending grants and concessional loans for
fertilizer and raw material imports; organizing a joint program to
improve fertilizer plant efficiency; assisting in building new fertilizer
production capacity in appropriate developing countries; and by assisting
all developing countries to establish storage facilities, distribution
services, and related infrastructures.

3.

Food and A ricultural Research Extension and Trainin recommends
increased support for programs related to the survey, conservation, and
effective utilization of all agricultural resources, particularly soil,
water, and plant and animal resources. A global network of plant
genetic resource centers is urged, to be followed by work on animal
genetic resources.
4.

s.

Policies and Programs to Improve Nutrition recommends that each
5.
country formulate integrated food and nutrition plans and policies
based on careful assessments of malnutrition in all socioeconomic
ErPups and preconditions for improving their nutritional status,. The
objective is "to eliminate within a decade hunger and malnutrition."
FAO, in cooperation with the World Health Organization, the U.N.
Children's Fund, the World Food Program, the World Bank, the U.N.
Development Program, and the U.N. Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization and assisted by the Protein Advisory Group is to prepare a
.project proposal by mid-1975 for assisting governments in developing
broad food and nutrition plans.
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The resolution calls for a worldwide central program to reduce
deficiency of Vitamins A and D, iodine, irourinlate, riboflavin, and
an inventory of noncereal vegetable food resources and a
thiamine;
study.of possibilities of increasing their food production and consumption;
a food contamination monitering program to provide early warning to
national authorities, FAO, WHO, and UNICEF; a global nutrition surveillcnce system to monitor food and nutrition conditions; and an internationally coordinated program in applied nutritional research.

World Soil Charter and Land Capability Assessment recommends that
governments apply soil protection and conservation measures to all
attempts to increase agricultural production. It also recommends that
FAO, U.N. Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization, U.N.
Development Program, the World Meteorological Organization, and other
international organizations prepare an assecsment of remaining cultivatable land, taking account of forestry for protection of catchment
areas required for alternative uses. FAO is urged to establish a
World Soil Charter as-a basis of international cooperation for cost
rational use of the world's land resources.
6.

Irritation Draina e and Flood Control
Scientific Water Mane ement:
calls for corrected action by governments, FAO, World Meteorological
Organization, and other.j.nternational agencies to undertake extensive
surveys of climate, water, irrigation potential, hydro-power potential,
energy requirements for irrigation, and expand irrigation as rapidly as
possible; develop safe uses of brackish water; reclaim areas affected
by waterlogging, salinity, and alkalinity; identify and exploit
ground water resources and develop better ways'ofimproving crop procomplement flood protection and flood control
(ruction in arid areas;
establish
drainage
systems to control salinity in swampy.
measures;
areas; develop controls for desert crons; and develop better water
Extensive aid'to developing countries
technology and delivery systems.
and extensive research into the use of solar, geo=thermal and wind
energy in agricultural production are urged.
7.

0

.

Food And Women calls on governments to involve women fully in the
decision making for food production and nutrition policies; promote
equal rights and responsibilities; for men and women and include in
national development plans provision for education and training of
women in food production and agricultural technology, marketing and
distribution techniques, as well as credit and nutrition consumer
informatiou; and provide women with full effective access to all
medical and social services, food for pregnant women and lactating
mothers, meaneto space their children, and child health and development
education.

.8.

4;)

4

Food Aid to Victims of Colonial Wars in Africa requests FAO and
the World Food Program "to take ,immediate aoLion to intensify food aid
to Ghinea Bissau, Cape Verde, MozemL.jue, Angola, Sao Tome, and Principe;"
and requests the U.N. Secretary-General and other U.N. 'organizations\"to
assist the national liberation mdvements or the governments of these N,
countries'to formulate:a comprehensive' plan of national reconstruction.'"
15.

Global Information and Early-Warning System on Food and Agriculture
16.
cites the urgent need for a worldwide food information system to identify
arena with imminent food problems, monitor world food supply-demand conditions, and contribute to the effective functioning of the proposed
International Undertaking on World Food Security.
17.

International Undertakiugonidlood Security endorses the ob-.

jectives, policies, and guidelines of the proposed IUWFS and urges its
adoption and implementation. The resolution affirms common responsibility
of the international community for adequate policies on world food, asks
all states to participate, and calls for national stocks, particularly of
grain, to be maintained with the objective of ensuring a globally
sufficient amount.

An Improved Policy for Food Aid affirms the needs for forward planning
of a,cantinuous, adgumented amount of food aid. Donor countries are asked
to provide. commodities or fthancial assistance for a minimum of 10 million
tons of grain for food aid a year, in addition to other food commodities,
starting in 1975. Donor countries are 'also urged 'to channel more food aid
through the World Food PrOgram, increase the grant component of bilateral
food aid, consider applying part of food aid repayments to supplementary
nutrition programs and emergency relief,., and where possible to purchase
18.

such food for aid from developing countries.

International Trade and Adjustment requests that all states cooperate
in expanding and liberaliiing world trade and improving the trading
position of exports from developing countries.
19.

O

(Some schools or classes may want to organize a Model World Food Conference,
if convenient on an anniversary date of the Rome Conference (Nov. 5-16, 1974).
Representatives from -ether schqsals might also be invited with each group
of the above resoluresponsible for preparing a presentation on one
Participants
might discuss
tions from the viewpoint of'different nations.
ecoloflical
and environ::pia social, economic, political, health, nutritional,
u-l_tal'im.p.licatio,Ls of"implitpanti...eactio-s called for in the .r solutions as
0

well as prepare important new resoltitions.

Excerpts and summaries from "Annex: Summary of World Food' Conference
Resolutions," The World Food Situation and Prospects to 1985, pp.87-90.

.(1

Achievement of a Desirable Balance between Population andFood'Supply
points to the increasing difficulty in meeti,Ig the food needs of a rapidly
growing world population and to concerisus on a World. Population Plan of
Action reached at the August 1974 World Population Conference. The
resolution calls on governments and peoples everywhere to support
rational population policies which ensure ccupleS the right to'determine
the number and spacing of births, freely and responsibly, in accordance
with national needs within the context of an overall development strategy.
9.

Pesticides. This resolution recommends international coordination
of efforts to assure an adequate supply of pesticides, including where
possible the local manufacture and establishment of reserve stocks; programs to increase the effiCiedcy of protection measures taking into
account the elements of supply, information, training, research, and
quality control; and the promotion of a strong continuing program of
research into the mechanism of resistance in both plants and pests especially as applicable to the development of integrated pest management
in tropical and sub-tropical areas - and on the residual effects of
pesticides.
10.

Program for theControl of African animal trypanosomiasis assert..
that an integrated economic develppment plan for Africa should begin
with trypanosomiasis and tsetse control.
It calls for a small coordinating
unit at FAO to immediately initiate as the first phase of the program
training, pilot' field control projects, and applied research, in
perparation for future large-scale operations for the control of African
animal trypanosomiasis.
11.

Seed Industry Development urges developing countries to make continuing commitments of manpower, institutional, and financial resources,
for seed industry development;
recommends policies and legislation for
the production, processing, quality control, distribution, marketing and
and
promotion of quality seed and edUcation of farmers in their use
proposes that the FAO Seed Industry Development Program be strengthened
to meet demands for seed production, seed export, and training of
competent technical and managerial manpower.
12.

International Fund for Agricultural Development resolves that an
13.
International Fund for Agricultural Development should be established
immediately to finance agricultural development projects, primarily
for food production in the developing countries.
Reduction of Military Expenditures for Increasing Food Production
calls on countries to rapidly implement all U.N. Resolutions pertaining
to the reduction of military expenditures on behalf of development, and
to allocate a growing proportion of these sums to finance food production
in developing countries and establish reserves for emergency cases.
14.

* Includes insecticides, herbicides, fungicides, acaricides, rodenticides,
growth regulators, and other pest control measures.
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factor which "makes the Vastly-varied people of these places as one:..They
are the poor and the threatened. The threat is hunger, and they are born to
it."

Lappe, Frances Moore, Diet for a Small Planet.
(New York:
A Friends of the Earth/
Ballentine Book), 1971. paperback, $1.25.
Explains what 'protein is, how it is used and needed by our bodies,/and offers
non-meat recipes and eating plans to achieve good protein balance.
Very
concise and easy to read.
Mayer, Jean, Human Nutrition:
Its Physiological, Medical and Social Anpects.
(Springfield, J1:
Charles Thomas), 1972. $12.95.
A compilation of 82 essays by the Harvard nutrition professor-and Washington
Post columnist who is one of nutrition's most effective political spokesmen.

McGill, Marion and Orrea F. Pye,
Jersey:

"World Food Patterns and Protein Econora (New

United Nations Association of,the United States
of America), 1975.

A collection of international recipes representing various patterns'of grains
with other food to supply protein.
Calls attentionto important issUes of
energy and food conservation.
;

Muessig, Raymond H., editor, Controversial Issues in the Social Studies:
A
Contemporary Perspective. (Washington, D.C.: National Council for the Social
Studies), 45th Yearbook, 1975.
Of particular interest for studying world hunger and interdependence see
Chapter 7, "Should We Believe That Our Planet is inPeril?" and Chapter 8,
"Should the Nation-State Give Way to Some Form of World Organization?"
Chapter .7 related to ecological and -environmental _factors wtille_Charyterig.
relates more to economic and political factors.

Rich, William, Smaller Families Through Social and Economic progress Monograph
No. 7, (Washington, D.C.: Overseas Development Council), 1973.
Cites_countries (including poorer countries) in which birth rates have dropped
sharply where the majority of the population has shared in greater economic
and social benefits of national progress. It calls for a combination of
family planning and equitable national development planning as key to hunger
problems.
Rural Development (Washington, D.C.: The World Bank), 1975. no charge.
Outlines policies and programs to increase agricultural production and improve
thWiives of the rural poor.
Similar World Bank monographs are'available on
Land Reform and Agricultural Credit.

Schiimacher, E.F.
Small is Beautiful.
Harper kt Row Publishers), 1973.

EcomAy*.cs as if People Mattered (New York:

Although not specifically concerned with hunger, Schumacher proposes a new
concept which breaks down the artlicial sei_aration of more as producer and
consumer of food, goods and services and directs attention to basic human
values.

Harpers Magazine
Simon, Paul and Arthur
The Politics of World Hunger. (New York:
Press), 1973.
For more background in depth on the economic and political factors related to
Part II of this kit.
.

Ternes, Alan, editor. Ants, Indians and Little Dinosurs. (New fork: Charles
Scribner's Sons), 1975.
Despite a title which gives little clue,'the lay reader will find several
interesting articles related to world hunger' written from an ecological perspective. "The Coming Famine," and "The Starving Roots of Population Growth",
"The Withering Green Revolution" (a critics view) and "The End of an Energy
Orgy" will be particularly valuable readings for the Environmental and
Ecological Factors part of this kit.
World Food Conference: Note
the Secretary General. (United Nations 'conomic
and 'Social Council), 1974. no charge.
A summary of the outcome of the meeting.
The World Food Situation and Prospects to 1985. Economic Research Service, U.S.
no
Department of Agriculture, Foreign Agricultural Economic Report No. 98.
charge.

An excellent quantified analysis of the problem and the meeds. A good presentation of complex and controversial material to the informed lay reader.

Books for Young Readers
John Day Company), 1974.
Asimov, Isaac, Earth: Our Crowded Spaceship. (New York:
Available from the U.S. Committee for UNICEF in paperback, $2.50.
Clear absorbing treatment of human population from the ageless hunger and
search for energy. Written in the 'same fascinating style of Isaac-Asimoyl-s- -Includes\'nteresting graphic and pictorial representations.
science fiction.

Jelliffe, Derrick B., Child Nutrition in Developing Countries (Washington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office), 1969, $1.25.
Written for Peace Corps volunteers and others with no technical training in
the health field, this book outlines general principles of nutrition and
suggests basic actions for successful programs.
Four Winds Press), 1975. $5.95.
Mangurian, David, Lito The Shoeshine Boy (New York:
Moving non-fiction story of a young teen-age Honduran abandoned by his family.
Told in his own words and made visually alive by Mangurian's excellent photographic essay, Lito's story is not only believable, but is one with which
many young people can identify particularly the urban youth.
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Mosher, Arthur T., Getting Agriculture Moving. (New York:
1966.

Praeger Publishers),

.16.50.

A readable primer on increasing productivity, concentrating on those countries
at early stages of agricultural development.
Ratner, Marilyn and Terry Cooper, Many Hands Cooking (New York:
Thomas Y. Cromwell
and Company in cooperation with U.S. Committee for UNICEF), 1974. Available
from the U.S. Committee for UNICEF, $3.50.
Delicious, nutritious and easy-to-make recipes from 40 countries with colorful
illustrations.
Raw, I. and otherp,'What People Eat. ( William Kaufman), 1975.
This innovative introduction to food science and chemistry at the freshman
college or senior high level is based on laboratory examination of foods from
the student's diet.
An attempt to link laboratory knowledge to relevant living
values.
Sebrell, William H. and James J. Haggerty,

Food and Nutrition. (Time- Life), 1967.

$8.80.

This volume from the Life Science Library series serves as a good introduction
to the subject and a good reference source for 13-17-year olls. Profusely
illustrated in. traditional life style.
Wilson, Charles Morrow, Green Treasures. Adventures in the Discovery of Edible
Plants. (Philadelphia: Macrae Smith Company), 1974.
A look at the role, nutritional and medical value, importance and possible
destruction of plants with a plea for care and development of new species
for food crops.

.

Woodham-Smith, Cecil, The Great Hunger. (New York:
1962.

Harper and Row Publishers, Inc.),

$7.50.

This dramatic and well-documented account of the Irish potato famine of the
1840's is a literary ornament in a collection of food literature possessing
few.

Articles end Publications
Alexander, Tom, 'Ominous Changes in the World's Weather." Fortune (February 1974),
pp. 90-ff.

Anderson, Alan, Jr,, 'The Green Revolution Lives."
(April 27, 1975)
Berg, Alan, The Trouble with Triage.'
,pp.26-ff.

New York Times Magazine

New York Times Magazine (June 15, 1975),

Canby, Thomas, Y., "Can the World Feed Its People?" National Geographic Magazine,
Vol. 148, No.1 (July 1975) with photographs ty Steve Raymer.
Grotta-Kursha, Daniel. "Do We Eat Too Much Meat?" Reader's Digest (Condensed from
Today's Health, published by American Medical Association ), Vol 106, No 634
(February 1975).

0
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Hanvey, Robert, "The Teacher's Dilemma" and Who Shall be Fed?" INTERCOM No.77
(Winter.1974/1975). Available from the Center for War/Peace Studies, 218 East
18th Street, New York, NY 10003.
$2.50. 'The Anchovy Crisis,". ScienEific American, V61.228, No.

Idyll, C'.P.

"International WoMeneYear Issue".

People, Vol 2, No. 2, (1975).

Lappe,'Frances Moore, "Fantasies of Famine".

Mayer, Jean, "Why the FoOd Crisis?"

(June 1973).,

Harpers Magazine (February 1975).

The Reader's Digest, Vol 106, No. 637,(May1975)

"Meet the Press", National Broadcasting Company. Vol. 18, No, 43, (October 27, 1974),
Available from Merkle Press, Inc., Box 2111, Washington, D.C. 20013. 10 cents.
One-hour talk script dealing with the increasing problem of feeding the, people
of the world.

Nesbitt, William and Andrea Karles, 'Teaching Interdependence: Exploring Global
Challenges Through Data,' INTERCOM No. 7C (June 1975).Available from the Center
$1.75.
10003.
for War/Peace Studies, 213 East'18th Street, Ncw York,Il
'

"Nutrition, Development and Population Growth", Population B lletin, Vol. 29, No. 1.
(1973).
Available from the Population Reference Bureau,) Inc., 1755 Massachusert
Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.
75 cents..
"Population and Affluence: Growing Pressures on World Food Resources", TopulatiOn
Bulletin, Vol 29, No. 2 (1973). Available from the Population Reference
Bureau, Inc.
75 cents.
Raymer, Steve. "The Nightmare of Famine" National Geographic Magazine,Vol. 148,
No. 1 (July 1975).

UNESCO Courier, (May 1975). Available from UNIPUB, 650 First Avenue, New York,
NY 10016.
90 cents.
Special issue on "The Hunger Gap."

UNICEF News
New Available from U.S. Committee for UNICEF.
(September 1970and March 1972).

Two issues on Nutrition

"What Can We Do (and are doing) About the Hunger Situation" and "An Answer to'Let
Them Starve", YOUTH Magazine Vol. 26, Nos. 7&8 (July/August 1975). Available
from YOUTH Magazine, Rm: 1310, 1505 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19102.
70 cents.

Etz

UNICEF?

.

Available from U.S. Committee for UNICEF. no charge.

Wood, Jayne Millar, gue's t editor,"Global Hunger and Poverty", Social Education,
Vol. 38, No. 7 (November/December 1974).
World Population Data Sheet, AVailable from the Population Reference Bureau, Inc.
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036. 35 cents.,
Wortman, Sterling, "Agriculture In China" Scientific American,(June 1975).

Teachers Kits
"Focusing on Global POverty and Development: A Resourde Book for Educators" by
Jayne Millar Wood. Overseas Development Council. 1974. $12.00.
Designed for secondary students, the guide attains a cross-cultural perspective
by combining domestic and international views of many topics dealing with world
poverty and interdependence. Instructions for integrating guide into courses,
as well as readings, charts, maps, film guides, and list of organizations
providing resources.

"The Hunger Kit", available from the Program of Studies in Peace & Human Development,
St Joseph's College, 54th & City Line Avenue, Philadelphia, PA 19131. $1.50.
This packet contaa reference and informational materLis focused on two
major arees of world hunger - problems in developing nAtions and domestic
responses to them.
Incorporates a special appeal fra.a religious and biblical
perspectives.
"Hunger on Spaceship Earth", available,from the American Friands.Service Committee,
15 Rutherford Place, New York, NY 10003. $2.00.
Includes background readings, action ideas, global ramifications, and a simulation exercise for classroom use.

"The Needs of Man", available from Zen-Du Productions, P.O. Box 3927, Hayward,
CA 94540.
$1.25.
This teaching aid for intermediate and middle school teachers is a brightlycolored wheel device that correlates human needs such as food, social institutions and interdependence with suggested project activities.
"Peace Studies Packet", available from Robert Ribsley, The Christophers, 12 Wont
48th Street, New York, NY 10017. no charge.
Contains course outlines, bibliographies, resource listings and informational
pamphlets.
"Population", available from the U.S. Committee for UNICEF.
$1.50.
Study of the interrelationship between economic and social development and
rapid population growth.
Includes a 44-page magazine "The Child in a Crowded
World; pictorial wallsheet, poster and population data charts.
"W(7manpower in- the- Third- World" Tavail-abi-e- froln the M-vCammittee for UNICEF .$1.50.

Materials and resources on women in developing countries, their role, their
potential and opportunities and their changing images.
Includes a'teacherts
guide, readings from UNICEF and other UN sources, a wallsheet, a poster, and
an annotated list of related materials and sources.

Games and Simulations
4

"Check Stand," available from Washington State University, Cooperative Extension
Service,4Box 2038, College Station, Pullman, WA 99163. No price given.
Teaches wise food buying.

"Lingo", available from the U.S. Committee for,UNICEF. $2,56.
A game played like "Bingo', using names of nutritious foods in English, French,
and Spanish,.

"Menu Rummy", available from University of Minnesota, Institute of Agriculture,

St. Paul, MN 55101. $1.00.
A deck of 52 cards picturing food items to teach sound nutritional practices.
"Nutrition Game," 'available from Games That Teach, Graphics.Company, P.O.Box 331,
Urbana, IL 61801. $9.95.
Players learn the principles of nutrition and health.
"Nutritior, Insurance Game", avail:ble from Illinois Teacher, 342 Education Building,
University of Illinois, Urbana, IL 61801. $1.00.
Players sell insurance policies to each other for protection against specific
nutritional'deficiencies.
"P.Ippin' Swap", available from Pillsbury Company, 1776 Pillsbury Building, 603
Second Avenue S, Minneapolis, MN 55402. Single, $5.00; set'of 5 decks,$22.50.
Card game teaching food sources of various nutrients.

"Soup's On. The Balanced Diet Bingo Game." available from Didactron,' Ann Arbor;
MI 48106. $10.00.
Includes 40 cards, a selector board with 84 different foods and food composition table.
"Third World Banquet", available from CROP, 1305 14th Street N.W., Washington D.C.
20005.

Organize a fund-raising banquet with a surprise menu. One-third,of th'e din ors
standard American bountious meal, one-third a modest bowl of rice
are served
dressed with a bit of broth, and one-third s small fired cake with a litt1o.
gravy on top. The three dishes are served in a one-two-three order all around
the table, so each person is sitting between two others eating two different
meals. The experience is a capsult illustration of what is actually happening
some
in the world today, and presents very real dilemmas to the participants:
It isi_an inil-rwill share, some will not, some will be frustrated and angry.
t-soon-torgotten experience.

Films

"A Future for Every Child"t 1974;,9 minutes, color, animated, 16mm, non-narratIve.
Contemporary Filmn, McGraw Hill, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York
NY 10019
Suggests two alternate.futures: one a nightmare of overpopuldtion, shortages,
pollution conflict and'absense of human rightS; the other a dream of adgquate
life space, plentiful produce, healthy environment, peace,and concern kor the
rights of individuals. Not recommended for use below intermediate grades.
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"All Our Futures.I;

20 minutes, color, 16 mm.
Narrated by Peter Ustinov, this film"highliOts UNICEF's dynamic aid in he.alth,
education, nutrition, and in emergencies with glimpses of the unforgettable
faces of children.
Some are caught in tragic: eirCumstances of their daily
lives or are survivors of war or of natural disasters; some radiate hope for
a better future.
(Ages 10 and up),

"Diets for a Small Planet", 1973, 28 minutes, color, 16 mm. $295; rental, $30.
Bullfrog Films, Inc., Box 114, Milford Square, PA 18935.
Based on Frances Moore Lappe's book of the same title, it features Frances M.
Lappe, Ellen Buchamn'.Ewald and biochemist. Dr. Kendall King exploring the ecological costs pf meat protein and the art of cooking with complimentary nonmqat proteina.1
"Food for Thought.';* 10 minutes, black and white.
A village iin Orissa, India, tells about the problems of nutrition, and how
peoplehelped by their government, UNICEF, and FAQ -- are attempting to solve
them.
This film was produced by the Indian Film Unit for showing in India.
(Ages 12 and -4).
"Th.trger", 12 minutes, color, animated, 16mm., non-narrative. $165;
Leerning_Corporation of America, 13.70 Avenue of the Americas, New York,

NY W019.
Amat whose insatiable appetite swells him to grotesque proportions is haunted
by a nightmare in which he himself is consumed,by the starving people of the
world.

'Kungry Angels"*, 20 minutes, color, 16 mm.
Three Guatemalan children born the same`, ay in the same ward fight for life
when malnutrition results from ignorance and superstition. The film was rro,duced by the Institute for Nutrition fot Central America rand Panama.
(Ages
high school and,up).
0

"Tilt", 1972, 19 minutes, color, animated, 16 mm. $225; rental, $25.
CRM Educational Films, Del Mar, CA 92014
A very pro-vocative and highly` controversial "alternative view" of inequalities
in the distribution of wealth among the world-I-a-people. Highly recommended.
'When a Man Hungers"*, 28 minutes, color, 16 mm.
This excellent documentary of the 1966-67 drought in Bihar, India captures the
excitement and industry of the people When UNICEF and other agencies aid
government efforts to fight the famine. Of particular interest is a sequence
demonstrating age-old methods of water supply.

(* In order to make UNICEF films more readily accessible to a greater number
of people, the U.S. Committee for UNICEF is placing as many films as possible
in local, film centers across the country. Lists of these regional and local
distribution points nearest you can be obtained from Mrs. Dana Wyles, U.S.
Committee for UNICEF, 331 East 38th Street, New York, NY 10016.)
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List of Organizations

AmericanTriendsetervice Committee
15 Rutherford Place
New York, NY 10003

Population Reference Bureau
1755 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20036

Bread for the World
602 East 9th Street
New York NY 10003

Protein Advisory Group
United Nations
New York, NY 10017 ,

Cpnter for War /Peale Studies
.218 East 18th Street
New York, NY 10003

United Nations Development Program
Division of Information
Room 5404
United Nations
Naw York, NY 10017

Food and Agriculture' Organization
Room 2258
United Nations
New York, NY 10017

United Nations/ Office of Public
Information
E-sternal Relations Division
Room 1045B
United Nations.
New York, NY 10017

Institute for Woild Order.
1140 Avenue of the Americas
New York; NY 10036

U.S". Department Of Agriculture
Washington, D.C. 20250

Overseas Development Council
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C., 20036

World Federalists U.S.A.
777 United Nations Plaza
New York, NY 10017

Go

